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Playful learning for life

Young children want to experience and understand the world 

around them. They are eager to learn but not always mature 

enough to practice skill sets in a methodical way. 

However, you’re never too young to play!

Educo Education introduces young children to language, 

reading, mathematics, and writing in a playful and creative 

way. Our educational products integrate playing and learning… 

That’s what makes Educo Education unique! 

Educo Education is a special line of products within the Educo 

assortment. The line is categorized according to developmental goals 

and designed to encourage specific skills. Check out the Educo 

catalogue – Toys and accessoires for our products in the 

categories Dramatic play, Build ‘n play, Active play and 

Creative play.
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Educo Education is based on three principles: play, learn, and life. 

Play
Educo Education makes learning playful, explorative, and challenging. All of our products stimulate 

young children to play. As a result, they develop specific, important skills in a natural way and learn 

through play!

Learn 
Educo Education forms a solid foundation for learning. Our emphasis on play-based learning 

incorporates play-based teaching. Educo Education provides clear guidelines for learning and 

instruction. That is why playing an Educo Education game or solving an Educo Education puzzle 

effectively stimulates the learning experience. 

Life
We help young children to understand the ways of the world. Educational goals are strengthened by 

associating them with everyday situations. The Educo Education products use daily life experiences 

to encourage and reinforce key concepts.
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 Clearly defined learning goals contribute to 

a structured and consistent learning environment. 

Optimal learning takes place when children are truly 

engaged and enjoying themselves. 

Therefore, learning and playing are not only 

compatible – they even strengthen each other!

Petri Duysters (MSc), Educational specialist  
and developer of Educo

“ “

Our vision
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Fine motor skills
Fine motor skills are all about the coordination of small muscle movements 
mostly in body parts such as the fingers, usually in coordination with  
the eyes. The main goal is to prepare children for their writing skills.  
Tying shoelaces, using scissors and completing a puzzle are activities  
which stimulate the fine motor skills.

Motor play
Motor development  

  Fine motor skills

  Gross motor skills

   Rubando 
Children practise tying their shoelaces in 2 exciting games.
The shoelace-tying board can also be used in learning to tie shoelaces  
for the first time. With a photocopy machine and the accompanying  
copying card, the teacher can ‘issue’ Shoe-Tying Certificates for  
those children who have learned to tie their own shoes.
Contents:
-  4 shoelace-tying boards-  1 die with shoelace-tying symbols-  1 die with two black dots-  one copying card with  Shoelace Tying Certificate-  instructions

300.500 rubando
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We believe that every child deserves the best possible education. That is, education with a focus on 

individual talents, personal results, and achievements. All of our products are based on international 

standards for curricula, goals and skills. They stimulate the development of a child through active, 

hands-on play.

The Educo Education products are categorized in distinct and clear learning goals and skills
which are clearly stated in this catalogue.

Curriculum
Goal
Skill

We strive to provide children all over the world with materials which not only have

high educational value and exceptional quality, but also products that are made with the 

utmost consideration for our environment and the future of children.

Edwin Noorland, Business unit manager Educo

“ “
Learn how to learn
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“Educo is manufactured  in the most highly-qualified toy factories on earth. A child-friendly design, 

first-class raw materials, modern machinery, highly-educated employees, and a strict quality control 

ensure that our materials comply with all available and relevant toy safety regulations.

Dick Boom, Quality and safety specialist Educo

“ “
We keep children and the environment in mind. Therefore, we focus on 

developing high-quality and safe educational products. Our main production principles are 

quality, safety, and durability.

Quality
We use sustainable materials, such as wood from European forests and European  

water-based inks and paints. A strict quality control guarantees unsurpassed products.

Safety
Our products meet the demands of various toy safety regulations and comply with the 

Directive 2009/48/EC on the safety of toys, including EN71 and ASTM.

Durability
Our products are designed and manufactured to endure a tough life in childcare and schools 

for many years. 

Always striving for high standards, our factories are certified with the ISO 9001 Quality 

Standard and the ISO 14001 Environment standard.

Making the world a better place
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About Educo

Key icons

 The product will be delivered flat packed.

  All items with the Free On Board logo can be 

purchased FOB Ningbo China when ordered in outer 

cartons quantities and a minimum order amount of 

€ 5.000,00.

  The product complies with international safety 

standard ASTM (USA).

  A video instruction is available on a  

USB flash drive.

 An app is available for the iPad 

 on the App Store. 

 

All brands, 1 shipment
Improve your ordering efficiency: all our brands, one shipment! 

You can order our brands and have them sent to you directly in one shipment.

Information

Puzzle Play 139

  Play and solve

 Knob puzzles 140

 Inlay puzzles 145

 Jigsaw puzzles 146

 Layer puzzles 181

 Floor puzzles 188

Mathematical Play 11

  Numeracy 

 Number sense and counting     12

 Operations     25

  Measuring

 Length, area and perimeter     38

 Volume     40

 Weighing 41

 Money 44

 Time and planning 45

  Geometry 

 Colour and shape 53

 Sorting and serializing 63

 Spatial orientation 75

Language Play 87

  Words 

 Vocabulary 88

  Speech 

 Communication 93

  Discrimination 

 Auditive discrimination 101

 Visual discrimination 105

 Tactile discrimination 114

Motor Play 117

  Motor development

 Fine motor skills 118

 Gross motor skills 133

Available on USB
Pricelist, pictures,  
video instructions

Categories
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Number sense and counting
Number sense and counting are all about getting to know the symbols,  

meaning, positions, and representations of numbers.  The main goal 

for children is to be able to use the symbols and ordinals, determine  

an amount, and develop insight into quantities and meaning of numbers. 

Counting objects, dialling a phone number, and connecting numbers  

to quantities are activities which stimulate number sense and counting.

Mathematical play
Numeracy  Measuring  Geometry  

  Number sense and 
counting

  Operations

  Length, area and perimeter   Volume

  Weighing   Money

  Time and planning

  Colour and shape

  Sorting and serializing

  Spatial orientation

   Find and count on colour

Calculating game in which children search for the depicted items on the theme plate, 
count these and show them by pushing the same number of beads on the stand.  
This can then be checked by looking at the back of the assignment strip. Counting 
goes until 5. Content: 6 theme plates, 6 assignment strips, 50 beads, wooden stand. 
Box dimensions: 36 x 24 x 8,5 cm.

523.041 find and count on colour

available separately
523.066 additional beads/card stand
523.886 set of 100 red beads

   Find and count

Calculating game in which children search for the depicted items on the theme 
plate, count these and show them by pushing the same number of beads on 
the stand. This can then be checked by looking at the back of the assignment 
strip. Counting goes until 10. Content: 6 theme plates, 6 assignment strips,  
50 beads, wooden stand. Box dimensions: 36 x 24 x 8,5 cm.

522.884 find and count
 
available separately
522.885 additional beads/card stand
523.886 set of 100 red beads

FOB

FOB

ASTM

ASTM

   Find and count until 20

Calculating game in which children search for the depicted items on the theme plate,  
count these and show them by pushing the same number of beads on the stand. This can then  
be checked by looking at the back of the assignment strip. Counting goes until 20. Content:  
6 theme plates, 6 assignment strips, 100 beads, wooden stand. Box dimensions: 36 x 24 x 8,5 cm.

523.240  find and count until 20 

available separately
522.886 set of 100 red beads
523.244 additional beads/card stand

FOB
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   Numerix

When using Numerix, children practice 
different notions of quantities, counting to 
ten, connecting a symbol (the figure) to a 
quantity and extending their vocabulary.
The material is self-checking.
Contents:
-  a box with lid (20 x 20 x 3 cm)
-  4 theme cards
-  40 small cards, printed on both sides
-  40 plastic tokens
-  instructions

302.100 numerix

FOB

   Counting memo

A number game, excellent for number recognition up to 12. The object of this 
game is to match quantities with their numeric symbols. Encouraging a variety of 
number matching and memory games. Box contents 48 plastic number/symbol 
cards, 6 game boards. Packed in a lidded wooden box. Manual included.
Box dimensions:  34 x 20 x 7 cm.

523.042 counting memo

   Serpa

Serpa is a game that introduces young children to counting, quantity and symbol relationships. When  
working with Serpa, the child experiments with counting from 1-10, the sequencing of numbers, the concept  
of „more than and less than“, a combination of quantity symbols and recognizing quantities at a glance.
Contents:
- a box with lid (24 x 24 x 3,5 cm)
- 45 plastic cards (9,5 x 9,5 cm):
 • 12 ‘snake’ cards
 • 10 ‘objects’ cards
 • 10 ‘symbols’ cards
 • 10 ‘dots’ cards
 • 3 control cards
- instructions

307.000 serpa

FOB ASTM

FOB

FOB

   Inlay board fingers and toes

Inlay board with 10 coloured lift-out shapes of fingers  
and 10 coloured lift-out shapes of toes. Each finger or  
toe featuring a number from 1 - 10. 9 mm beech plywood
Frame size: 36,5 x 36,5 cm.

522.969 inlayboard fingers and toes

   Number puzzle 1-10

This 1-10 number puzzle serves as the child’s 
introduction to quantity and symbol relationship.
Contents:
-  a wooden box with lid (16 x 9 x 5 cm)
-  20 matching pieces

353.000 number puzzle 1-10

ASTM

ASTM
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   Counting diagram 11 - 20

Two counting boards to practice counting up to 20. 
Each number has 4 associated pictures to find. 
Contents each game:
25 plastic cards in a wooden frame.
Frame size: 34 x 34 cm.

523.195 counting diagram 11 - 20 (set of 2)

FOB

FOB

   Counting circle

A jigsaw board puzzle that helps to reinforce an 
understanding of the numbers 1 to 10. This is 
achieved by placing the correct “cake wedge”  
into the circle. Each section of the cake wedge  
has a picture that matches the number.  
For example: the number 7 has a picture of 7 little 
fish and one of 7 dots belonging to it and the  
3 blocks can be placed into the frame to combine 
into the wedge of cake.
Frame size: 33,5 x 33,5 cm.  

522.053 counting circle

   Tello  

Tello teaches children how to make equal quantities of different objects.  
The game has 5 plastic number boards, each concentrating on two different  
numbers, so covering the numbers 1-10. The child has to pick out various  
objects relating to one of the numbers. Tello can be played individually or  
by a group of children. Total contents are 5 plastic number boards, 30 plastic  
number/symbol cards, 55 plastic cap inserts, 55 tiddlywinks and 55 pawns.  
Packed in a partitioned and lidded wooden box. Manual included.
Card size: 38 x 14 cm. 
Box dimensions: 41 x 20 x 6 cm.

522.496 tello

FOB

ASTM

ASTM

   Counting diagram 1 - 10

Two separate counting boards which are really use-
ful aids for teaching the numbers 1-5 or 6-10. Each 
number has 4 associated pictures to find. Excellent 
game for individuals or groups. The symbols are 
printed on 2,5 mm thick plastic tiles. 
Frame size: 34 x 34 cm.

522.176 counting diagram 1 to 5
522.177 counting diagram 6 to 10

FOB ASTM
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   Counting panorama

A colourful set of 6 matrix boards and 150 image cards with number symbols. 
The cards need to be sorted according to the pictures on the axes of each matrix 
board, and then the 25 cards belonging to each board need to be arranged 
correctly. The matrix boards and image cards are made of 2,5 mm thick plastic. 
For anything up to 6 players, the game comes packed in a lidded wooden box. 
Manual included. 
Box dimensions: 34 x 34 x 7 cm.

522.498 counting panorama

FOB

   Counting street

A playfully designed counting game. To start with, the game can be played freely: set the 
row of houses in the stand and deliver the letters to the right house according to colour. Then 
the game can be used, with progressive levels of difficulty, to make the series of numbers 
1-10 visual and give them substance. Place a number (symbol or dots) above a house, then 
deliver as many letters as the number 
indicates. Using the assignment cards, 
very specific tasks can be performed, 
like creating a series, adding the 
missing number and deliver the post. 
Contents: 2 stands, 2 rows of houses, 
16 assignment cards, number cards 
with both number symbols and dots, 
10x 10 envelopes. Comes in a  
wooden box with lid. Manual included.
Box dimensions: 36,5 x 14 x 10,5 cm.

522.882 counting street

   Beetle counting game

This game develops counting skills and 
number recognition up to 12. The children 
can either match the number of dots or 
match the numbers or combine both for a 
slightly harder game. The image tiles are 
made from 2,5 mm-thick plastic. The game 
is supplied in a beech wood frame. 
Frame size: 40 x 40 cm.

522.102 beetle counting game

   Quanty

When playing with Quanty children become familiar with the concept of quantities from 1 till 5, 
comparison of quantities, the combination quantity - symbol, learning to recognize quantities  
at a glance (universal quantity perception) and working with a matrix-grid.
Contents:
- a box with lid (31 x 31 x 5 cm),
 lid also serves as matrix field
- a series of wooden fruits and vegetables
- 40 boards with pictures of fruits and
 vegetables, hands, colours and figures
- a pentagon for the placing of the boards
- two spinners
- ten exercise cards
- instructions

326.000 quanty

ASTM

FOB ASTM

FOB ASTM
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   Thematic counting game

This game has 8 individually themed and highly colourful boards, each with 8 associated 
smaller image cards which need to be found and placed in the right order. There is a  
self-checking image on the back of each set of cards. This is an excellent counting aid, 
as well as a great way of relating counting to a child’s perception of the world around 
them. The boards and cards are made of 2,5 mm-thick plastic. Packed in a partitioned 
and lidded wooden box.  
Manual included.
Box dimensions: 34 x 20 x 6 cm.

522.401 thematic counting game

   Coloursticks 

With the rings in six colours and the  
4 different dice, children can play  
a variety of games. Aim to fill up your 
rod as quickly as possible with the  
rings gained by throwing a dice or 
collect your own colour. Gives children 
experience of colour and quantity.

Dimensions: 32,5 x 6 x 18 cm.

523.125 coloursticks 
 
FOB

   Counting hands

Counting on ones fingers is the most natural thing 
to do. All young children start to count, using their 
fingers and the good thing is, our fingers are always 
there to help us! The two hands, with 5 fingers each, 
form a very clear structure in which you recognize 
quantities at a glance. Children continue to use  
their fingers to help them, even when they are no 
longer supposed to, sometimes hidden under the 
 table. But when counting on the fingers is used  
as a standard for counting and developing an  
understanding of number concepts, it will have  
a positive result. And after a while they can count 
and understand numbers without using their fingers. 
The counting hands are supplied in a set of  
2 hands, made of thick plywood. The fingers  
can be bent because of the elastic in the joints.

523.001 counting hands

   Counting eggs

The Educo egg box, a very special design! We turned the egg box in a practical apparatus that can 
assist in the development and understanding of number concepts. The set is made to look as a nice 
wooden egg box, with 10 unbreakable eggs. The box can be used standing up or flat, either way 
the eggs will not fall out. Due to the strong magnet in the box, the whole box with eggs can also be 
placed on a magnetic board, so all children can see the material well. The box is supplied with a 
sliding lid covered with a whiteboard surface.

523.002 counting eggs

FOB

FOB

FOB ASTM
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   Number clips 

Plastic number clips with the numbers 0 to 100. The number clips are printed on  
both sides: blue on one side and black on the other. Make your own number line  
using the cord (included).
Box dimensions: 37 x 30 x 13 cm.

577.019 number clips

   Number box

Numbers really become tangible with the Number box. 
A wide variety of materials fit in the box, such as play 
cars, marbles or money. The correct amounts can  
be written on the lid. The transition from concrete  
to abstract is made by opening and closing the lid.
Contents:
Number box with inside dimensions of 11 x 11 x 11 cm.

577.009 number box

FOB

FOB

   Number line with number clips

Number line up to and including 20. With a clear five structure and useful number clips.  
All the numbers ranging from 0 up to 20 on one side. An empty number line with only  
the 0 on the other side. The number clips can be used to indicate all other numbers.
Contents:
-  plastic number line with wooden frame (44 x 7 x 1,5 cm)
-  20 number clips

312.500 number line with number clips 

   Number guess

Game in which children can practice ‘neighbouring’  
numbers and ‘nearly-neighbouring’ numbers. A variety  
of different exercises can be done with help of the  
cover-up cards and the assignment cards. Children  
indicate the missing numbers by using the number  
clips. Number line with number clips can be ordered  
separately (312.500).
Contents:
12 cover-up cards, 18 assignment cards, 20 number clips.
Box dimensions: 25 x 9 x 3 cm.

312.600 number guess

   Number leap

Game in which children learn to count with 
jumps of 2, 3, 4, 5 and 10. Children experience 
the different number sequences by placing  
the jump cards on the number line. With help  
of the number clips children can indicate  
the missing number. Number line with number 
clips can be ordered separately (312.500).
Contents: 18 assignment cards, 28 jump cards, 
20 number clips, an animal dice.
Box dimensions: 25 x 9 x 3 cm.

312.700 number leap
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   Stackable counters

These counters have a myriad of uses,  
either alone or in conjunction with other  
games in this book. Bag containing  
300 counters in 10 assorted colours.

522.780  stackable counters

FOB

Operations
Operations are all about adding, subtracting, and dividing certain  

amounts. The main goal for children is to understand changes  

in quantities. Getting on or off a bus, sharing building blocks with  

two of your friends, or simply solving math sums are activities  

that stimulate an understanding of operations. 

Mathematical play
Numeracy  Measuring  Geometry  

  Number sense and 
counting

  Operations

  Length, area and perimeter   Volume

  Weighing   Money

  Time and planning

  Colour and shape

  Sorting and serializing

  Spatial orientation

   Contini

While playing with Contini, the youngest children 
will have fun learning the quantity concepts, 
one to six. They will learn to see the relationship 
between the quantities, their symbols and their 
values. The children will also learn to determine 
a quantity at a glance and do simple addition 
sums up to six.
Contents:
- 1 box with lid (24 x 24 x 4 cm)
- 8 lotto boards, 4 with apples and  

4 with numbers
- 2 spinners, 1 with apples and 1 with numbers
- 72 cards: 4 x 6 with apples, 4 x 6 with 

figurines and 4 x 6 with numbers
- instructions

307.800 contini

   Balancing monkeys

Hang the monkeys on the tree but keep it 
balanced. Develop mathematical skills  
by calculating the correct distance required 
in order to keep the monkeys balanced. 

106.300  balancing monkeys
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   Dotsy

With Dotsy the ladybug, children learn the different  
number combinations from 1 to 10. There are a  
different number of dots on each of the “wings”  
- 5 is the largest number represented. Children  
create a ladybug by splitting the numbers 1 to 10 
through the use of the wings. Dotsy, indirectly prepares 
children for the addition of numbers through 10.
Contents:
- a box with lid (26,2 x 18,6 x 4,1 cm)
- 2 activity boards in the shape of leaves,  

with recesses for the number cards and the wings
- 62 wings
- 2 answer cards
- 48 round assignment cards
- instructions

307.200 dotsy

FOB

FOB

   Colour and counting lotto

This material is designed to develop a variety of skills, 
including colour matching and number recognition. 
Using the Colour and counting lotto, the child practices 
recognizing numbers by counting the quantities and 
then associating the proper numeral with them. The lotto 
is also used to perform simple sums using the + and = 
signs. Contents:
- a wooden box with lid
- 10 pairs of colourful wooden tablets
- 60 wooden tablets with numerals,  

signs and dots printed upon them
- instructions

322.800 colour and counting lotto

   Apple tree counting set

There is no more vivid way to develop number 
recognition and demonstrate addition combinations 
than with the Apple tree counting set. Each of the 
numbers one to ten is represented by both dots 
and numerals printed on the wooden pieces with 
the apple tree.
Contents:
- a beech wood box (15 x 14 x 5 cm)
- 10 wooden boards (12 x 9.5 cm),  

with an apple tree printed on each board.
 Each apple tree has ten holes. Each board  

has dots and symbols for one of the numbers  
1 to 10 printed in the corner

- 60 green and 60 red wooden pegs 
 representing apples
- instructions

342.900 apple tree counting set

FOB

   Number game

A really useful way of helping children understand 
basic addition and subtraction. There are 216 
wooden markers in 6 different colours, and plastic 
double-sided tiles showing numbers 1-10 and 
arithmetical symbols. The markers and 
tiles can be used in a wide variety of 
ways and combinations. Packed in a 
partitioned and lidded wooden box. 
Manual included. 
Box dimensions: 34 x 20 x 6 cm.

522.152 number game

ASTM

ASTM
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   Comparant

Comparant helps children learn through play:
- by comparing quantities (more, less)
- by counting to 5 and to 10
- by working with a matrix
- by doing simple mathematic exercises (addition-subtraction)

Contents:
- a box with cover (32 x 32 x 9 cm).  

The cover also serves as the matrix
- 20 chips - 10 red and 10 yellow
- 20 geese, 20 houses, 20 people, 20 trees
- 5 cards with pictures
- 4 comparison strips, 2 number strips
- 20 cards with dots: 1 to 10 structured,  

and 1 to 10 unstructured
- 20 number cards: 2 sets of 1 to 10
- 4 “+” signs, 4 “-” signs, 3 “>” signs,
 4 “=” signs
- 3 comparison cards, printed on both sides
- 10 exercise cards, printed on both sides
- instructions

393.000 comparant

   Farfalla

Farfalla is a fun game in the field of numeracy. The material is 
designed to stimulate children to work with and understand 
numbers. Besides learning to recognise and name numbers, 
young children also learn the values of numbers. Older  
children, on the other hand, can take this a step further by 
using the numbers to do sums.
Contents:
- 1 box with lid (30.8 x 30.8 x 3.5 cm)
- 1 game board in 4 parts (50 x 50 cm)
- 24 butterfly cards
- 2 x 12 cards with dots
- 2 x 12 number cards
- 4 symbol cards
- 1 die
- instructions

307.300 farfalla

   Calculino

Calculino is an entertaining game with early addition  
and subtraction activities for primary school children.  
The children can work on their own, as the material  
is self-checking, or in pairs. When working together,  
one child reads out the exercise and the other child  
puts the puzzle piece with the correct answer on the  
table. When the exercise is finished, the children can  
see if they did the exercise correctly, by checking the 
puzzle pieces on the control side of the exercise card.
Contents:
- a wooden box with lid (25,6 x 17,6 x 2,9 cm)
- 12 wooden puzzle pieces with numbers
- 20 exercise cards (control on the back)
-  instructions

303.000 calculino

FOB ASTM
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   Five in a row - mathematics

This is a box set of 8 different matching games. Each game consists of an assignment card,  
16 image cards and 4 symbol cards. The cards belonging to each game are lined by both  
a symbol and a coloured frame. By using a wooden stand (available separately), the children 
can check their own work by looking at a picture on the back of the image cards to see  
if everything is in the right order. This is a simple, clever and colourful way of introducing  
preparatory maths. Packed in a partitioned and lidded wooden box. Manual included.
Box dimensions: 31 x 29 x 8 cm.

522.237 five in a row - mathematics

available separately
522.200 game stand

   Splitting tower

With the splitting tower, children will learn to split  
numbers quickly and effectively. The beads are  
released at the top of the tower, and fall down into  
the 2 drawers below in different numbers each time.  
By placing partitions in the drawers, the splitting  
may also be done into 4 different (ever-changing)  
numbers which makes it suitable to play with 2 or  
4 children.
Box dimensions: 24,5 x 24,5 x 27 cm.

523.233 splitting tower

FOB

   Quantity splitting box

The Quantity splitting box helps to make addition and subtraction a pleasant 
and rewarding experience. Children will find this game a fun and interesting 
way to practice and memorize simple arithmetic combinations.
Contents:
-  2 stacking boxes made from solid beech wood. The upper box has  

a sliding panel and a sloping bottom panel with a hole in the centre.  
The lower box is divided into two compartments with a solid bottom  
panel. In addition, two pieces of felt, one green and one red, fit into  
the compartments of the lower box

- 20 marbles
- instructions

320.000 quantity splitting box

FOB ASTM
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   Counting bus

The counting bus can be driven 
around a group. Have passengers 
get on and off, and keep track of  
how many are left in the bus each 
time. Let children come up with  
their own games, or use the bus stop 
signs. Either way, the bus offers lots 
of fun play and counting activities. 
It consists of a bus with 10 seats for counting,  
adding up and subtracting up to 10. A trailer  
can increase the sums to 20. The 30 synthetic  
bus stop signs indicate the number of passengers 
getting on or off. 
Dimensions: 91 x 17 x 18 cm.

523.119 counting bus

   Bus 20

Bus 20 is designed to help young children to achieve 
improved number skills (0 - 20). Working with Bus 20 
provides a fun way to develop mathematical aware-
ness, including counting skills, number value, simple 
additions and subtractions and number bonds.
Contents:
- 1 double-decker bus (50 x 25 cm)
- 20 passengers (7 x 3 cm)
- 7 exercise cards (20 x 14,5 cm)
- instructions

307.600 bus 20

available separately
307.610 stand for bus 20

FOB ASTM

   Math bus

The Math bus is designed to help young children improve their number skills (0 - 10).  
Working with the Math bus provides a fun way to develop mathematical awareness,  
including counting skills, number value, simple addition and subtraction and number equations.
Contents:
- 1 bus (44 x 24 x 2 cm)
-  10 passengers
-  instructions

301.800 math bus
 
available separately
301.8A0 stand for the math bus

exercise cards for the math bus
With the exercise cards, you can extend the possibilities of working  
with the Math bus in different ways. The exercises on the master  
copy cards are of great help to see if children can do the different  
exercises by themselves. 

301.8B0 exercise cards for the math bus

FOB ASTM
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  Mathematical play > Numeracy > Operations

   Beads ruler

The beads ruler consists of a beads line that counts until 20 on one side, 
and on the other side a beads line combined with a measuring line until 20. 
The beads ruler can be used as a preparation for adding and subtracting 
until 20. The image of the beads adds value to the numbers, whereas  
the combination with the measuring line offers a preparation for the empty 
number line. 
Content: 10 beads rulers, printed on both sides.

577.030 beads ruler

   Bead bar Abacus

Abacus with 100 beads in 4 colours.

039.007 bead bar abacus

   Arithmetic counter, up to 100

To promote arithmetic skills such as counting to 100,  
knowledge of the structure of numeric rows and insight  
into numeric structures (tens and units). Can be easily  
attached to the board using hooks.

577.021 arithmetic counter, up to 100

FOB

   Divide

Delicious game where children 
divide the cupcakes equally over 
the serving trays. Children practice 
dividing up to and including 6 and 
dividing up to and including 12.  
Content: 6 serving trays,  
12 cupcakes, 12 assigment cards 
in 3 levels.
Box dimensions: 19 x 16 x 3 cm.

307.900  divide

   Magnetic fraction sets

Nice fraction sets, made of high-quality magnetic material. The colours of 
the fraction sets reinforce the relationships between the various fractions.
The fraction sets contain an individual magnetic board to which the fractions 
can be attached.

577.011 magnetic fraction set, round teacher
577.012 magnetic fraction set, round individual
577.013 magnetic fraction set, linear teacher
577.014 magnetic fraction set, linear individual
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  Mathematical play > Numeracy > Operations

   Dubio

Teaching of calculation/arithmetic is based on the principles of realistic mathematics. Its basis is  
everyday reality. Children learn mathematical notions and skills starting from real daily problems.  
During the time the learning process is taking place, this reality has to be kept in mind by the teacher:  
in the first place when aiming at the creation of notions and later as the appropriate area of application  
and of checking. Another main aspect of the realistic teaching of calculation/arithmetic is that of  
autonomous calculation activity. Children can discover solutions all by themselves and they can  
learn to recognize links where they exist. Dubio is a self-correcting material. 
Contents:
-  a wooden box with 4 holes and a wooden peg (12 x 10 x 3 cm)
-  instructions

345.000 Dubio
 
exercise cards
The following sets of 20 cards with 40 exercises, 
to be ordered separately.
345.110 classifying numbers 1 to 12
345.120 classifying numbers 11 to 20
345.130 number-images
345.140 dividing
345.150 calculating till 10
345.160 calculating till 20
345.170 tens and units
345.180 hundred-field
345.210 calculating till 100 a
345.220 calculating till 100 b
345.230 multiplication a
345.240 multiplication b
345.250 division
345.260 time

   Flip Flop

Children can play Flip Flop independently. The material offers many possibilities, 
such as working with arithmetic assignments, language assignments, etc.  
Flip Flop can be played individually or with a group of children. When a group  
of children play with this material, they can consult about the correct answers  
and then check the answers together. Flip Flop is self-checking.

©: Brio Lek & Lär and Nienhuis

311.000 flip flop box
311.100 flip flop set of answer cards
311.200 counting from 1 - 10
311.300 addition - 10
311.400 addition 10 - 20 a
311.500 addition 10 - 20 b
311.600 subtraction -10
311.700 subtraction 10 - 20 a
311.800 subtraction 10 - 20 b
311.900 tables of 1 and 2
312.000 tables of 3 and 4
312.100 tables of 5 and 6
312.200 tables of 7 and 8
312.300 tables of 9 and 10
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Length, area, and perimeter
Length, area, and perimeter are all about measuring, comparing,  

and understanding the concepts of different lengths. The main goal  

for children is to learn how to use the right concepts of measuring.  

Comparing different routes (which one is longer vs. shorter), trying to  

make something fit, or measuring your own height are activities which  

stimulate the development of length, area, and perimeter concepts. 

Mathematical play
Numeracy  Measuring  Geometry  

  Number sense and 
counting

  Operations

  Length, area and perimeter   Volume

  Weighing   Money

  Time and planning

  Colour and shape

  Sorting and serializing

  Spatial orientation

   Area

Game in which children try to copy shapes with  
help of square wooden blocks. It is easy to start  
with one side of the assignment card of which  
the surface is divided into blocks. The other side  
is more challenging. On this side, only the total  
area of the shape is visible. Children practice  
the comparison and filling of areas.
Contents:
- a wooden box with lid (15 x 10 x 4 cm)
- 16 square wooden blocks
- 24 assignment cards
- instructions

312.900 area

   Zoo area

Game in which children build a cage or different cages for every animal. 
They then check which of the animals fit in the cages. Children learn to 
copy shapes, compare and fill areas, puzzle with surfaces and discover 
an area’s perimeter.
Contents: 
- a wooden box with lid (28 x 18 x 5 cm)
- 4 play boards
- 16 animals
- 50 wooden squares
- 60 fences
- 6 plastic assignments cards
- instructions

312.800 zoo area

   Pathfinder

Box with 2 different games based on the  
measuring and comparing of different lengths. 
In the first game, the coloured rods can be 
placed on the board, based on the outcome 
of throwing the colour die. When a rod doesn’t 
fit into the board, children can exchange it into 
smaller rods. In the second game, the children 
try to reach the end goal as quickly as possible,  
using the colour die and the coloured rods.  
The first one that succeeds is the winner.  
Content: 84 blocks in 6 different colours,  
2 colour dice, 4 pawns, 1 lace and instructions. 
Dimensions: 37 x 21 x 4,5 cm.

523.239 pathfinder

FOB
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Volume
Volume is all about experiencing the concepts of empty and full. The main  

goal for children is to recognize and use these concepts in a correct way.  

Ordering differently filled cups from empty to full or just playing with  

water and sand are activities that stimulate an understanding of volume.  

Weighing
Weighing is all about experiencing differences in weight. The main goal for children is to  

understand and use concepts such as heavy, light, and equal. Determining the weight of certain  

objects with one’s hands or a scale and discovering that the weight of an object does not always  

seem to correspond with its size are activities which stimulate the development of weighing.

Mathematical play Mathematical play
Numeracy  Numeracy  Measuring  Measuring  Geometry  Geometry  

  Number sense and 
counting

  Number sense and 
counting

  Operations   Operations

  Length, area and perimeter   Length, area and perimeter  Volume   Volume

  Weighing   Weighing  Money   Money

  Time and planning   Time and planning

  Colour and shape   Colour and shape

  Sorting and serializing   Sorting and serializing

  Spatial orientation   Spatial orientation

   Diagram Volume

Children sort the images in the diagram from 
empty to full and vice versa. While playing,  
the children learn about concepts such as full, 
empty, fuller, emptiest, etc.
Contents:
25 plastic cards in a wooden inlay board.
Frame size: 34 x 34 cm.

523.192 diagram volume

FOB

FOB

FOB

ASTM

ASTM

   Scales

An extremely strong set of beech wood scales 
with plastic pans. Weights available separately.
Scales: 40 x 15 cm. Pan diameter: 17,5 cm.

522.185 scales

available seperately 
522.186 set of plastic pans

   Plastic weights

Two solid beech wood blocks containing 4 plastic  
weights each, ranging from 4 to 7 cm in height.

522.832 plastic weights
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  Mathematical play > Measuring > Weighing 

   Wooden pivot balance

An initial introduction to weights and  
balance! The scales are especially designed 
for younger children. Becoming familiar with 
weights and quantities is a captivating and 
educative activity. 
Length of the wooden scales is 48 cm, 
height 35 cm. The diameter of the pans  
is 14 cm, with a depth of 4.5 cm.

912.900 wooden pivot balance

   Weight tubes

This is a block with 2 x 6 plastic tubes, 
each filled with a variety of weight materials. 
Size 38 x 13 cm.

522.821 weights tubes

   Metal weights

A set of weights in a solid wooden storage 
block to be used with the wooden balance. 

912.400 metal weights FOB

FOB ASTM

   Heavier and lighter

Self-checking game in which children compare images based  
on their weight. The easy assignment cards will challenge them 
to compare 2 images. The more difficult cards will assign them  
to place 3 images in a sequence, from light to heavy. By turning  
the cards around to check the answer, a nice image will appear. 
Content: 5 assignment cards, 50 image cards. 
Box dimensions: 33 x 17,5 x 4 cm

523.241 heavier and lighter

FOB
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Money
Money is all about experiencing function and value. The main goal for  

children is to count, add, work out change, and recognize the different 

types of money. Playing a supermarket game, sorting coins, and designing 

price tags are activities that stimulate the development of money.

Mathematical play
Numeracy  Measuring  Geometry  

  Number sense and 
counting

  Operations

  Length, area and perimeter   Volume

  Weighing   Money

  Time and planning

  Colour and shape

  Sorting and serializing

  Spatial orientation

Time and planning 
Time and planning are all about experiencing time and its cycles. The main goal for children  

is to become aware of the structure of time. Comparing day and night, presenting the daily  

schedule, and keeping quiet for one minute are activities that stimulate time sense and planning.

Mathematical play
Numeracy  Measuring  Geometry  

  Number sense and 
counting

  Operations

  Length, area and perimeter   Volume

  Weighing   Money

  Time and planning

  Colour and shape

  Sorting and serializing

  Spatial orientation

   Euro set magnetic

Magnetic Euro sets, made of high-quality magnetic material. Each set  
contains five complete sets of the coins and notes (with the exception of  
the notes for 500 and 200 euros, of which there are two sets). Individual set: 
real size coins, notes 70%. Classroom set: size coins 300%, notes 130%.

577.026 euro set magnetic individual
577.025 euro set magnetic classroom

   Diario

Children can exercise many skills by playing with 
Diario, the daily routine game. One important skill  
is the ability to organise activities within a time 
frame. Diario emphasises the what and when of 
successive daily activities in a playful manner. 
Visual observations are stimulated by examining  
the game board and all the related game cards.  
To decide which card belongs to a particular time 
of day, the child has to utilise and therefore train  
his/her memory. In the end, the game helps train 
social skills because there is much to see, discuss 
and consider. The material is self-checking.
Contents:
-  1 box with lid (28.5 x 25 x 3 cm)
-  1 six-sided game board (27 x 23 cm)
-  36 cards: six for each of the six parts of the day
-  1 spinner
-  instructions

307.700 diario
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  Mathematical play > Measuring > Time and planning

   Activity clock

This vibrant clock includes activity 
cards that can be placed on top of 
the clock so that children can match 
the time with their activity.
Contents: 12 carton activity cards, 
wooden clock (21 x 9 x 24,5 cm).

106.311 activity clock

   AXI Day-care centres

This Axi set is intended for day-care centres. The illustra-
tions on the Axi cards show daily activities. By visualising 
these activities, the children learn about everyday activities.  
They learn to look ahead and look back.
Contents:
-  a wooden box, 13 x 13 x 6.5 cm
-  22 plastic, colour-printed cards
-  two blank cards
-  five metres of nylon thread
-  one pointer in the shape of a hand
-  instructions

394.800 axi day-care centres

   AXI

Axi introduces children to the concept of time. The plastic illustrated 
cards present various daily activities that the children perform throughout 
the day. Axi is intended for use with children in first and second grade, 
pre-schools and day-care centers.
Contents:
-  23 plastic, illustrated cards and 1 blank card, notched for hanging
-  5 meters of nylon thread
-  1 clip with a pointing hand printed on it
-  instructions
-  a beech wood box (13 x 13 x 6.5 cm) for storing the above

394.100 axi

   AXI Plus

Axi Plus is intended for children in the third grade  
of primary school. The illustrations on the Axi Plus 
cards show daily activities. Through visualizing these 
activities, the children learn how to perform them. 
Contents:
- 1 wooden box (23 x 18 x 5,5 cm)
-  21 plastic, color-printed cards
-  3 blank plastic cards
-  5 metres of nylon thread
-  1 pointer shaped like a hand
-  instructions

394.600 axi plus
 

394.800

394.100 

394.600

   Hourglasses

Set of coloured hourglasses, made of hard plastic. 
Useful when playing certain (calculating) games. 
Content: 
3 hourglasses with a duration of 1, 2 and 3 minutes. 
Height: 10 cm.

147.049 hourglasses

   Logic

An excellent way of encouraging logical and  
progressive thinking, this game depicts 6  
activities, each with a distinctive start and finish. 
All the child has to do is work out the order of  
the remaining images in the correct order.  
Each activity uses 6 plastic cards, and the  
set includes a beechwood inlay board.  
Card size: 6 x 6 cm. Frame size: 40 x 40 cm.

522.448 logic

FOB
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  Mathematical play > Measuring > Time and planning

   Plan

Plan is intended for the first 2 years of primary school. 
With Plan, children can make independent choices,  
plan their activities and through this, develop fixed  
play and work patterns. The illustrations on the Plan 
cards show play and work activities. By visualizing  
the activities, Plan is an effective tool for young children 
to plan their daily activities.
Contents:
-  a magnetic activity board with hanging system  

(81 x 60 cm)
-  a beech wood box (13 x 13 x 7.5 cm) containing  

32 plastic, color-printed cards, 2 plastic, blank cards, 
1 magnetic strip (roll), 40 magnetic bar-code strips  
for the name tags, 80 blank cardboard name tags

-  instructions

394.300 plan box with activity cards
394.301 plan name tag holders (40)
394.302 plan blank name tags (80)
394.350 plan set of 16 unprinted cards
394.200 plan magnetic activity board

   Plan Plus

Plan Plus was developed for children  
in the third year of primary school.  
It is an extension to Plan. 
Contents:
-  a wooden box (13 x 13 x 7,5 cm)
-  28 plastic, color-printed cards
-  4 plastic, blank cards
-  1 magnetic strip (roll)
-  80 blank cardboard name tags
-  instructions

394.700 plan plus box 
 with activity cards

   Solaris

The Solaris clock turns telling time into a creative activity.  
Children can build their own clock using the Solaris  
components. It is a unique, multipurpose clock. There are 
several interchangeable faces - Arabic numerals, Roman  
numerals, divided into minutes and a sundial. Introducing  
the concept of time as a function of the sun and the rotation  
of the earth opens to the children an entirely new perception  
of time concepts and their relationships. The supplied  
compass is needed to orient the clock to North and introduces 
the concept of direction on the planet’s surface (also known  
as “magnetic” North). Includes: 1 clock (37 x 31 x 10 cm),  
with a storage compartment for the clock faces,  
4 interchangeable clock faces in different colours (diameter  
27 cm), 2 removable clock hands, a sundial pointer,  
a compass, a whiteboard marker and instructions.

315.000 solaris

   Clock with movable hands

With this clock children can learn to tell the time. This free  
standing clock with movable hands also has removable clock  
figures, 1-12 in red and 13-24 in blue.
Contents:
-  a stand with storage tray and lid to store the numbers
-  a clock face with movable hands that can be placed on the stand  

Diameter of the clock face is 28 cm
-  12 red numbers, 1 to 12 hours
-  12 blue numbers, 13 to 24 hours

310.000 clock with movable hands

   Heutink instruction clock 

Small wooden clock showing hours from 1 to 24.  
Diameter: 18 cm.

577.024 heutink instruction clock

FOB

FOB ASTM
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  Mathematical play > Measuring > Time and planning

   Clock exercise

The Clock exercise introduces the concept of time and develops visual perception as well as language. 
Time is presented as 4 segments: the whole hour, a quarter past the hour, half past the hour and a quarter 
to the hour. Each of the individual “faces” is a wooden tablet with the time shown both in the hands position 
and with the name written at the bottom of the tablet. The working stands have a slot for holding the tablet 
while at the same time, hiding the printed words on the bottom. The separate labels can be set in the stand 
in front of the “face” as the child names the time. The face is then removed from the stand so the child  
can check his/her work.
Contents:
-  48 face tablets (8.5 x 7 cm)
-  48 label tablets (7 x 1.5 cm)
-  2 working stands
-  1 wooden box with compartments for each set of tablets  (24 x 13 x 5 cm)
-  instructions

310.101 clock exercise - english
310.102 clock exercise - german

   What time is it? 

Game in which children use an analogue 
clock to determine the time. Children  
practise their skills in understanding and 
verbally expressing an hour, half an hour 
and a quarter of an hour.
Contents:
Wooden clock including a stand, 4 sets 
of 12 clock cards (which show the time in 
full hours, half past, quarter to and quarter 
past) and 2 x 12 number cards (of 1-12).
Box dimensions: 34 x 24 x 6 cm.

523.138 what time is it?

   Resulta

The object of this game is to find 3 cards that are sequentially 
linked in the following order - origin; intermediate product; end 
product - such as sheep, wool, jumper. This game is designed to 
promote logical thinking, and is excellent not only as a game for 
an individual but also for group sessions, encouraging develop-
mental conversation. 16 topics are covered. The cards are printed 
on 2,5 mm plastic, and come packed in a partitioned and lidded 
wooden box. Manual included.
Card size: 8 x 8 cm. Box dimensions: 33 x 12 x 5 cm.

522.428 resulta

   Cause & effect

Cause & Effect has 8 separately themed boards, 
each with 8 images and each with a unique 
symbol to link the images. There are also 8 
image cards, made of 2,5 mm plastic, for each 
themed board. Put them in the right order next 
to the themed boards and then turn the image 
cards in - this will reveal yet another image to 
help with self-checking. A good group game. 
Packed in a partitioned and lidded wooden box. 
Manual included.
Board size: 28 x 14 cm. Card size: 7 x 7 cm. Box 
dimensions: 34 x 20 x 6 cm.

522.340 cause & effect

   Stamp set smileys

A child can reflect on his or her own work with help 
of the Stamp set smileys. A child rates the work on 
a three-point scale: good, sufficient, insufficient.
Contents:
Plastic box with 30 stamps and 2 stamp pads.
Box dimensions: 16 x 13 x 7 cm.

523.142 stamp set smileys
FOB ASTM

FOB ASTM

FOB ASTM
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  Mathematical play > Measuring > Time and planning

   Sorting lotto The four seasons

2 sets of a sorting game which uses the seasons of the year as its theme. Each set has 2 picture cards;  
each picture card has 8 small cards corresponding to it, and both picture cards can be used simultaneously 
to increase the degree of difficulty. The children’s attention is concentrated on various aspects of each  
season as they play. Each set comes in a wooden frame. Frame size: 40 x 28 cm.

522.815 sorting lotto  - spring/summer
522.816 sorting lotto  - autumn/winter FOB ASTM

Colour and shape
Playing with colours and shapes is a basic need for every child.  

The main goal is for children to identify and name the various colours  

and shapes. Activities such as sorting shapes and serializing colour  

nuances stimulate the development of insight into colour and shape.

Mathematical play
Numeracy  Measuring  Geometry  

  Number sense and 
counting

  Operations

  Length, area and perimeter   Volume

  Weighing   Money

  Time and planning

  Colour and shape

  Sorting and serializing

  Spatial orientation

   Shape sorting puzzle

Sorting game with 3 different shapes in 6 different  
colours. The 3 basic shapes of circle, square and  
triangle are rendered  in 2 various sizes and can easily  
be used as a drawing template. Large wooden knobs 
make the shapes easy to grasp. Size: 20 x 28 cm.

523.130 shape sorting puzzle

   Shapes game

Plastic board with 9 different  
geometric shapes in 6 colours.
Size: 25 x 25 cm.

522.847 shapes game

FOB

FOB

ASTM

ASTM

FOB

   Dice working independently

Wooden dice marked with a red dot, a green dot and a question 
mark. These dice are meant to discipline children during their 
activities. They have to learn when they can ask questions (green 
dot), when they have to work on their own, without asking questions 
(red dot) and when they can only ask a question when it is really 
important (question mark). For the small die, it is possible to buy  
a corresponding die-holder. With this holder you may prevent the 
die from falling off the table as easily as it would without a holder. 
Size small die: 3,6 x 3,6 x 3,6 cm (l x w x h).
Size large die: 9,5 x 9,5 x 9,5 cm (l x w x h).

   Traffic light

This traffic light is meant to discipline children during their activities. They have to learn 
when they can ask questions (green light), when they have to work on their own, without 
asking questions (red light) and when they can only ask a question when it is really 
important (yellow  light). The traffic light is made of wood  and has a switch to change 
the colors. The traffic light is supplied with a mains adapter. Size: 9 x 8 x 37 cm.

522.962 traffic light

523.030 dice small, 10 pieces
523.031 holder, 10 pieces
523.032 dice big
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  Mathematical play > Geometry > Colour and shape

   Colour dominoes

Domino game in which 2 circles of  
the same colour must be found.
Content: 28 wooden domino pieces.
Box dimensions: 30,5 x 12,5 x 4 cm.

523.238 colour dominoes

   Colodie  

A wonderful game for 3-4 year olds, Colodie features 6 classically-shaped animal 
jigsaws. Each puzzle has 6 pieces, each piece differently coloured. By using the  
2 coloured dice (included), completing the jigsaws can be turned into a party game -  
throw the dice, find the right piece - first child to complete their jigsaw is the winner. 
Supplied in a lidded wooden box. Manual included.
Puzzle size: 18 x 18 cm. 
Box dimensions: 23 x 20 x 8 cm.

522.040 colodie

   Classicant I & II

The objective of Classicant is to teach children to learn to classify  
objects. This entails grouping objects in specific ways such as by  
colour, shape and size. The objects are two-and three-dimensional.
Classicant consists of 2 boxes, 1 with large objects (Classicant I)  
and 1 with small objects (Classicant II). There are 4 coloured lids  
on each box that are also used as game boards. The opposite side  
of each lid is white.

Contents of Classicant I:
- 16 three-dimensional shapes (cubes, cylinders, 
 three-sided prisms and four-sided prisms)  

in 4 colours
- 16 two-dimensional shapes (squares, circles, 
 rectangles and triangles) in 4 colours

Contents of Classicant II:
This set contains the same shapes as Classicant I, but smaller in size.

393.600 classicant I
393.500 classicant II

FOB ASTM

FOB ASTM
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  Mathematical play > Geometry > Colour and shape

   Sorting shapes and colours

Each of the 2,5 mm plastic image cards has half of a geometric shape on it,  
so the child has to find the 2 halves to make the whole. One game uses  
block colours, the other uses more complex colours and borders. 
Both games encourage hand-eye coordination for toddlers. 
Frame size: 34 x 34 cm.

522.416 sorting shapes  
522.417 sorting shapes and colours 
  

   Peutra 

Follow the pattern on the card and string the  
blocks on the sticks of the stand. There are  
3 different shapes in 4 different colours.  
The instruction cards have a progression of  
difficulty indicated by a symbol. 
Box contents: 2 stands each with 4 sticks,  
48 wooden blocks and 10 instruction cards.  
Packed in a lidded wooden box.
Box dimensions: 34 x 40 x 8 cm.

522.935 peutra

available separately
522.937 additional beads card stand

   Koloranto

Playing with Koloranto helps develop shape and colour perception. 
The children learn how to make a whole out of 2 parts.  
This is an exercise in the capacity to analysis and synthesis.
Contents:
-  a box with lid (17 x 12 x 3 cm)
-  9 illustrated strips
-  2 x 18 cards, 2 colours
- 18 cards, 1 colour
-  18 transparent cards
-  instructions

302.200 koloranto 
 

   Forms row

Discover the 6 different geometrical 
shapes in the game cards. When al 
the shapes are found, and placed in 
the frame, the result will be 6 rows 
showing first the shape and next to it 
the matching individual game cards.
Frame size: 40 x 40 cm.

522.908 forms row

FOB

FOB ASTM

FOB ASTM
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  Mathematical play > Geometry > Colour and shape

   Componere

Componere Flori is a game where colour and size are the key  
elements. Componere Dotti is a more difficult game than Componere 
Flori because now the children have to distinguish 3 sizes instead  
of 2. The game helps exercise the powers of concentration,  
analytical thinking and social skills. The material is self-checking.
Contents:
-  1 wooden game board (31 x 28 cm)
-  25 wooden plaques
-  instructions

302.300 componere dotti
302.400 componere flori

   Rings and sticks 

This game actively encourages the  
development of a child’s imagination.  
There are about 248 coloured plastic 
shapes and 24 model cards. The child 
is encouraged to make progress by first 
copying the coloured outlined shapes,  
then the monochrome outlines, then  
having free reign to make their own  
fantastic creations. Packed in a lidded 
wooden box. Manual included. 
Box dimensions: 35 x 19 x 8 cm.

522.172 rings and sticks

available separately
522.194 extension set

   3D Flowers

Stand on which 4 flower patterns can be laid  
out based on activity cards. 6 double-sided  
printed activity cards, 32 wooden flower shapes,  
all conveniently arranged in a wooden box with  
a sliding lid.
Box dimensions: 32 x 23 x 6 cm.

523.144 3d flowers

FOB ASTM
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   Plus 

With Plus children exercise their powers of observation, their motor skills and spatial insights. 
By doing the assignments, children learn how composition shapes are put together, which 
shape comes first and which one belongs on top of it. The assignments take the form of ‘sums’. 
What do they get when they add one shape to another shape? The result is a composition 
shape. When playing the communication game, children train their auditory memories by  
describing the shapes and by doing spoken assignments.
Since Plus is self-checking, children can work independently and play together with  
good teamwork.
Contents:
-  a box with lid ( 35,5 x 16,5 x 5 cm)
-  2 activity boards with supports, to be used on both sides
- 7 pegs for the activity boards
-  16 self-correcting assignment cards (4 series)
-  28 wooden figures (2 sets of 14 figures)
-  instructions

305.300 plus 

   Nuts and bolts

All sorts of shape and colour sequences  
can be created using this set of 64 plastic  
nuts and bolts. An excellent way of promoting 
colour/shape awareness, motor skills and 
hand-eye co-ordination. 
Particularly suitable for the pre-school  
age group.

136.010 nuts and bolts

   Chain links

200 chain links in 4 different colours made 
from flexible plastic. Perfect for encouraging 
hand-eye coordination. Length: 7 cm.

136.013 chain links

   Fun buttons

200 plastic buttons of various bright  
colours with differing numbers of holes,  
plus 2 end-ties and a selection of strings. 

136.011 fun buttons

FOB

FOB

FOB

FOB ASTM
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   Mosaic set Fröbel magnetic

Children develop their colour and shape perception abilities  
by playing with the Fröbel mosaic set. The designs will neatly  
stick to the assignment cards because of the magnetic materials.  
The assignments cards increase in difficulty.
Contents: 
9 plastic assignment cards (magnetic and printed on both sides,  
which add up to 18 assignments), 1 blank plastic card (magnetic)  
and mosaic pieces (coloured on both sides).
Box dimensions: 23 x 17,5 x 4,5 cm.

523.141 mosaic set Fröbel magnetic

FOB

FOB

ASTM

ASTM

Sorting and serializing
Sorting and serializing is all about the set theory. The main goal for children 

is to recognize and arrange objects in a certain order based on one or more 

characteristics. Sorting blocks by colour or putting blocks in an order form 

small to large are activities that stimulate sorting and serializing. 

Mathematical play
Numeracy  Measuring  Geometry  

  Number sense and 
counting

  Operations

  Length, area and perimeter   Volume

  Weighing   Money

  Time and planning

  Colour and shape

  Sorting and serializing

  Spatial orientation

   Geometric utilising board

Made of 9 mm plywood and large wooden knobs, this game offers 
various opportunities for playing with geometric shapes - e.g. find 
the same size, find the same shape, find the same colour etc.  
Frame size: 34 x 34 cm.

522.418 geometric shapes board

   Which is wrong?

A box about classification, teaching children to  
name and describe objects that belong together  
and to separate the object that does not belong  
to the rest. The assignment card (total of 24) show 
4 pictures. One picture does not belong. A transparent  
card with a red cross is placed on this. The back of  
the assignment card has a red cross in the position of the object that does not belong,  
so the children can check themselves. Everything is packed in a lidded wooden box.
Box dimensions: 34 x 20 x 6 cm.

522.865 which is wrong?
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   Shapes board

Wooden shapes board with 4 different geometric  
shapes in 5 colours and different heights.
Size: 26 x 26 cm.

512.285 shapes board

   Logicards

The child can use the Logicards to work with the Logic blocks independently,  
as the material is selfchecking. Working with this material stimulates the development  
of language and counting skills. The Logic blocks are not supplied with the Logicards.
Contents:
-  a box with lid (20 x 19 x 3 cm)
-  45 Logicards in a book
-  16 wooden assignment blocks
-  instructions

370.300 logicards

   Matrix mix

By playing with Matrix mix, children exercise many skills: visual observation, logical connections, 
concentration and memory. The various subjects that the children encounter while playing  
the different games are: colours, sizes and quantities up to five. Moreover, by playing together 
and discussing their answers, the children practise their social skills.
Contents:
-  a box with lid (33 x 33 x 4 cm)
-  4 coded game boards
-  4 sets of coded cards for the 4 game boards
-  a spinner
- instructions

309.400 matrix mix

FOB

FOB

   Bear game

A set of plastic bears in different colours and 
sizes, including 16 exercise cards with 3 
degrees of difficulty. This material is very suited 
to learn to name colour and shapes, but also to 
count, compare and make series.
Packed in a lidded wooden box.
Box dimensions: 34 x 20 x 6 cm.

522.907 bear game
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   Serio

Serio is designed to teach children how to put three-dimensional objects  
with features such as size, thickness, length, height and width into series.
Contents:
-  6 wooden tablets (29.5 x 21 x 1cm) with cutouts for the objects below
-  30 three-dimensional objects:
 -  5 spheres, from large to small
 -  5 discs, from large to small
 -  5 cylinders, from thick to thin
 -  5 rods, from long to short
 -  5 prisms, from high to low
 -  5 prisms, from wide to narrow
-  instructions
-  a set of 6 exercise cards (A4), printed on one side showing the completed  
 flat surface of the objects and an outline representing the flat surface on 
 the other. This set is available separately

394.001 wooden board with 5 cylinders
394.002 wooden board with 5 discs
394.003 wooden board with 5 prisms, from wide to narrow
394.004 wooden board with 5 prisms, from high to low
394.005 wooden board with 5 rods
394.006 wooden board with 5 spheres
394.010 set of 6 exercise cards
393.900 presentation tray for serio

   Seriant I & II

Seriant is designed to help children to learn about the concept of size and how to classify objects 
based on one and two characteristics.
Contents of Seriant I:
- a box with a lid (32 x 32 x 9 cm) with 4 series of objects increasing in length,  

thickness, height or width. Each series consists of 12 objects, of which the largest  
and smallest are duplicated

- instructions

Contents of Seriant II:
- a box with a lid (32 x 32 x 9 cm) with 4 series of objects increasing in length,  

thickness, height or width. Each series is divided into 2 series of 5 different colours and shades. 
 The shades do not relate to the size of the object; colour and size are classified independently
- instructions

392.000 seriant I
392.100 seriant II
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   Resemblance colour sorting task 3

The Resemblance colour sorting task 3 is a matching and sorting game using 
shades of colour to develop skills in visual perception and colour discrimination.
Contents:
- a wooden box with lid (30 x 25 x 6 cm)
- 24 beechwood skittles painted in 4 shades  

of each of the colours red, yellow, blue, green, 
 orange and purple
- 6 wooden stands to hold each set of skittles  

and 6 wooden colour boards with each of  
the shades from dark to light to match with 
the skittles

- instructions

320.200 resemblance colour sorting task 3

   Logic beads

An advanced version of the Maxi stringing 
beads, this set features 18 plastic pattern 
cards and appx. 275 wooden beads in a  
variety of shapes, colours and sizes. This 
game particularly encourages accurate  
observation of shape, size and pattern.  
Packed in a partitioned and lidded wooden 
box. Manual and 8 x 30 cm thread included.
Card size: 8 x 30 cm. 
Box dimensions: 34 x 20 x 6 cm.

522.003 logic beads

available separately
522.004 560 additional beads

   Maxi stringing beads

A really enjoyable way for children to learn more about shapes, colours and patterns, 
and also linking 2-D images with 3-D objects. Children can either follow one of  
the 12 pattern cards (which have varying degrees of difficulty) or make up their  
own patterns. 
Contents: 12 plastic pattern cards, 5 m plastic thread, 130 plastic beads (assortment of 
6 shapes in 5 colours, maximum dimension 18 mm) and a wooden bead stick. Packed 
in a partitioned and lidded wooden box. Manual included.
Card size: 8 x 30 cm. 
Box dimensions: 34 x 20 x 7,5 cm.

522.112 maxi stringing beads

available separately
522.115 additional stand
522.188 180 additional beads

FOB

FOB

ASTM

ASTM

   Colour nuance

This game encourages a child to differentiate 
between grades of a particular colour.  
A beech wood frame holds 36 plastic image 
cards (2,5 mm).
Frame size: 40 x 40 cm.

522.227 colour nuance

FOB ASTM
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   Perlino

Young children will enjoy playing with this material.  
With Perlino, the colourful snake, they will learn how 
 to master a variety of skills, such as to exercise the  
controlled motor skills (threading), to distinguish and  
identify colour, to grade and combine the three primary  
colours, to count and to work with exercise cards.
Contents:
-  a cotton bag
-  a snake (6 x 40 cm)
-  6 exercise cards with threading examples
-  30 beads:10 red, 10 yellow and 10 blue
-  a colour die
-  instructions

302.600 perlino

   Resemblance colour sorting task 1

By means of the Resemblance colour sorting task 1, children  
learn how to grade and combine the 3 primary colours, recognize  
2 shapes: three-dimensional shapes as well as flat surfaces,  
exercising the motor system (threading) and to count.
Contents:
-  a wooden box with lid (30 x 25 x 6 cm)
-  about 240 round and square beads in the colours red, yellow, blue
-  3 strings
-  a form die
-  a colour die
-  6 exercise cards with threading examples
-  instructions

320.300 resemblance colour sorting task 1

   Panorama

A fantastic game using 6 matrix boards, each based on abstract nouns  
(low & high, colour, thick & thin etc). There are 96 cards that need to be sorted 
- firstly so that they relate to a specific matrix board and secondly in order  
according to the abstract nouns used (e.g. thinnest, thinner, thicker, and  
thickest). Excellent for individuals or groups. Both matrix boards and cards  
are printed on 2,5 mm plastic, and come packed in a lidded wooden box. 
Manual included.
Board size: 30 x 30 cm. Card size: 6 x 6 cm. 
Box dimensions: 34 x 34 x 7 cm.

522.033 panorama 

FOB ASTM

   Colour lacing game

Children learn to make series on the basis of shape 
and colour. The magnetic assignment card shows 
the first part of a nice necklace. Children finish 
the necklace by continuing the given sequence. 
Stimulates mathematical skills, fine motor skills, 
and eye-hand coordination.
Contents: 120 plastic beads in 2 shapes and 3 colours, 
4 wooden cards with laces, 16 magnetic wooden  
assignment cards. Packed in a wooden box.

523.277 colour lacing game 
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   Sorting game Animals 

Nice sorting lottos with different themes  
around animals. Lotto 523.074 and 523.075  
contain 2 x 9 pieces each and lotto 523.076  
and 523.077 contain 2 x12 pieces.
Frame size: 34 x 34 cm.

523.074 sorting game animals -  
 and their food
523.075 sorting game animals -  
 and their coat
523.076 sorting game animals -  
 and their young
523.077 sorting game animals -  
 and their home

FOB

   Sorting lotto Outside

Two boards - with the first one you have to find 
the corresponding 8 small cards that pertain to 
the street and the pavement. The other board 
makes a distinction between water and air.  
To be able to make the exercise more difficult,  
all 32 small cards can be mixed together.  
Each set comes in a wooden frame.
Frame size: 40 x 28 cm.

522.920 sorting lotto - road/pavement
522.921 sorting lotto - water/air

   Sorting lotto Animals

2 sets with two themed picture cards in  
each. Each picture card has 8 small cards 
corresponding to it, and both picture cards 
can be used simultaneously to increase  
the degree of difficulty. Each set comes in  
a wooden frame.
Frame size: 40 x 28 cm.

522.109 sorting lotto - 
 pets/marine animals
522.110 sorting lotto - 
 woodland/farmyard animals

FOB

   Dresscode

Dresscode is an original game on the theme of 
clothing. Logical thinking and problem-solving 
are practised through play and children learn to 
work with features and requirements. The child 
lays the right sets of clothing next to the instruc-
tion card on the play board and checks his or her 
solution.
Contents: 
- a wooden box with lid (35 x 18 x 5 cm)
- 8 instruction cards at 3 levels
- 19 clothing sets 
- 3 play boards

300.200 dresscode

FOB

FOB

ASTM

ASTM
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   Where does it belong?

Nice game designed to develop visual perception and mathematical thinking. The player 
chooses an instruction card and from the separate cards he or she searches for the card 
that belongs with one of the pictures. When the player turns over the instruction card and 
the separate card, they form a circle. This shows that the correct answer has been found.
Includes 18 plastic instruction cards at 3 levels and 18 separate cards.
Box dimensions: 34 x 20 x 6 cm.

523.120 Where does it belong?

   Find the row

‘Find the row’ stimulates children’s visual perception and conceptual knowledge.  
The player takes an instruction strip and the 3 small cards that belong with it.  
The player lays the cards down in the right way. Players can check their solutions  
by turning the cards over.  The following concepts are addressed: full-empty,  
wide-narrow, small-large, high-low. The superlative form of these concepts is  
also addressed together with colour ranges.
Contains 10 instruction cards and 30 small cards.  
Box dimensions: 34 x 20 x 6 cm.

523.121 find the row

FOB

FOB

ASTM

ASTM

Spatial orientation
Spatial orientation is all about a sense of direction, visualization,  

and reading maps. The main goal for children is to develop an insight into  

the surrounding environment with the use of concepts such as location,  

order, and direction. Imitating each other’s posture, building, mirroring,  

and reproducing are activities that stimulate spatial orientation.

Mathematical play
Numeracy  Measuring  Geometry  

  Number sense and 
counting

  Operations

  Length, area and perimeter   Volume

  Weighing   Money

  Time and planning

  Colour and shape

  Sorting and serializing

  Spatial orientation

   Little logic

Children place the animals in the correct house with help of the instruc-
tions on the assignment cards. Little Logic trains reasoning and spatial 
orientation. It is easy to start with 3 animals, more challenging with 6 
animals or most difficult with 9 animals.
Contents:
-  a wooden box with lid
-  3 wooden laying sheets
-  9 wooden animals
-  18 plastic assignment cards
-  instructions

313.000 little logic
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   Figurogram

A fascinating set that promotes the  
developmental understanding of shape, 
colour and pattern. The set contains  
48 plastic shapes, 18 plastic assignment 
cards and a plastic safety mirror. As well 
as following the cards, the children can 
also create their own limitless patterns  
and designs. Packed in a partitioned  
and lidded wooden box. Manual included. 
Age 3+. 
Box dimensions: 35 x 19 x 8 cm.

522.231 figurogram

available separately
522.232 extension set
522.236 additional mirror

   Eelde set

With this material the child can practice the visual perception, differentiation by 
shape, colour and position, analysis and synthesis, separation and construction of 
assembled patterns, taking shape, colour and position into consideration.
Contents:
-  a box with a lid (23 x 13 x 5.8 cm)
-  50 pattern cards
-  4 blank cards
-  60 assorted geometric shapes
-  instructions
The 50 pattern cards vary in level of
difficulty. They are coded for easy sorting.
The Eelde set can be played both 
individually and in small groups. 

370.200 eelde set

   Mozaiko

By playing with Mozaiko, children practise their visual perception by ‘reading’ and making the  
exercise. The children analyze the observations logically, converting them into delicate motor  
activities. They learn to discriminate by shape, colour, position and direction. Mozaiko is self-checking.
Contents:
-  a wooden box with lid  

(22.5 x 22.5 x 4 cm)
-  4 pattern cards with squares
-  4 coded exercise cards with arrows
-  4 activity boards
-  4 wooden markers
-  4 x 25 coded plastic mosaic pieces
-  instructions

303.900 mozaiko

   Shadow game

The Shadow game consists of 4 game cards and 2 series of 32 loose cards. Series 1 features all 
the coloured pictures that are also on the game cards; series 2 has all pictures in black (shadow 
picture). Now find the same pictures on the loose cards of series 1 as are on the 8 pictures on the 
game card. Increase the difficulty of the game by doing the same,  
but now with series 2. A memory game can also be played with  
the loose cards, by looking for a match between the colour  
picture and the corresponding black picture. Everything is  
neatly packed in a lidded wooden box.
Board size: 28 x 14 cm. 
Card size: 7 x 7 cm. 
Box dimensions: 34 x 20 x 6 cm.

522.864 shadow game 

FOB

FOB

FOB

ASTM

ASTM
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   Find the right pose

The game ‘Find the right posture’ consists of 2 x 16 images of ‘Edje 
Educo’ posing different postures. Children can copy the postures and 
must try to find the matching poses. Additionally, a memory game can 
be played. This game stimulates the spatial development of children.
Contents:
32 plastic cards.
Box dimensions: 24 x 12,5 x 7 cm.

523.188 find the right pose

FOB

   Direction game

Direction game has 8 separately themed game boards,  
each with 8 related image cards. The children have to find 
the right image related to the direction pointed out on the 
themed board. Once all image cards have been placed in 
the right direction, the backs of the image cards shows an 
image to enable self-checking. Packed in a partioned and 
lidded wooden box. Manual included.
Board size: 28 x 14 cm. Card size: 7 x 7 cm.  
Box dimensions: 34 x 20 x 6 cm.

523.054 direction game

FOB ASTM

   Spatial relations 

Growing children experience spatial notions daily. Fortunately, they start with concrete  
situations, which often happens unconsciously. The parent or teacher stimulates linguistic  
conceptual development by manipulating the spatial situations more consciously and more  
explicitly, by giving specific assignments. These 2 lotto games could support this  
approach and, in addition, train the experience gained.
Contents:
-  2 wooden boxes with 1 lid (32 x 20 x 3 cm)
-  2 x 28 blocks
-  instructions

372.300  spatial relations 

   Campolino

Campolino is the name of a farmer whose farm is in shambles.The aim of this game  
is to help Campolino tidy up his farm. When looking to see what belongs together,  
the children exercise logical combinations. Speaking and listening skills, concentration 
and memory are also exercised. Because the children work together and consult  
with one another, the game is good for practising social skills. 

Contents:
- 1 box with lid (22.5 x 22.5 x 4 cm)
- 4 matrix boards (20 x 20 cm)
- 36 cards (5 x 5 cm)
- instructions

307.400 campolino
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   Citadel

The houses are placed on the game board by looking at and  
comparing them. This enables children to distinguish between 
small, larger and the largest sizes. Citadel is a game for children  
who already have some experience in sorting according to size 
and determining position. These are 2 important basic skills 
needed to learn to read, write and do arithmetic. Children also 
develop logical thinking, spatial awareness and learn to cooperate 
and help each other when doing assignments.
The material is self-checking.

Contents:
-  a box with lid (25.5 x 25.5 x 3 cm)
-  a game board (22,5 x 22,5 cm)
-  12 houses in 4 colours and 3 sizes
-  16 assignment cards (4 sets of 4),  

self-checking on the reverse side
-  4 control cards
-  instructions

305.400 citadel

   Blocolo

Using 2 and 3 dimensional materials in  
a playful manner, by observing, reasoning  
and doing, the child becomes familiar with:
the various geometric shapes, re-constructing 
the assignment card, spatial conceptions    
(behind, in front, left, right, etc.). When playing 
the memory games, the memory is being 
trained. The game is self-checking.
Contents:
-  1 box with lid  (28 x 28 x 5 cm)
-  24 wooden blocks
-  4 color cards
-  46 assignment cards
-  14 assignment strips
-  1 cotton bag
-  instructions

302.700 blocolo

   A different view

Challenging game to practice with different viewpoints. Walk around the game board,  
look carefully, and place the perspective cards in the right slot. Children can play the  
game independently or as a group. The strip provides an easy tool to check the outcome.
Contents: game board, 20 view cards, 4 strips to check. Packed in a wooden box.

523.278 a different view

   Forest view

Look through the transparent assignment cards  
and build beautiful forest scenes from this  
perspective. Forest View teaches children  
a new way of looking at and thinking about  
things. It also stimulates spatial insight and  
creative thinking aimed at solving problems.
Contents: 16 assignment cards (8 assignments)  
in ascending level of difficulty, 1 base sheet,  
3 wooden animals, 2 cabins, 2 roofs.

308.700 forest view
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   3D creations

This game explores the spatial relationship between 2-D and 3-D shapes and 
designs. The children use wooden blocks to try to recreate the images on the 
assignment cards, using the plastic safety mirror for additional difficulty. The set 
contains 24 plastic assignment cards, 40 wooden construction blocks and one 
safety mirror. Packed in a partitioned and lidded wooden box. Manual included.
Box dimensions: 35 x 19 x 8 cm.

522.234 3D creations

available separately
522.235 additional set of construction blocks
522.236 additional plastic safety mirror

   Team building

Build an elven city together! A fabulous new chest that encourages children to really  
cooperate as they build. It provides an opportunity to practise spatial perception and  
the perception of colour and shape. Children build the 6 elven houses on the bases and 
join up the bases to create an elven city. Use the merry elves and trees to foster creative 
play! When 2 children are playing, each child has blocks of 1 colour and together they 
build an elven house following the instruction card. They may place only blocks of their 
own colour. When 4 children are playing, each child has blocks of 1 shape. They may  
add only blocks of their own shape. This makes cooperation indispensible.
Contents:
-  a wooden box with lid (35 x 18 x 5 cm)
-  96 wooden blocks in 4 shapes and 2 colours
-  18 instruction cards at 3 levels
-  6 bases
-  instructions

300.300 team building

FOB

FOB

ASTM

ASTM

   Mini-Midi-Maxi

Learning to see and experience the differences between 
small, larger and the largest. Language plays a key role 
in this material. The following concepts are encountered 
during play: smallest, largest, larger than, smaller than, 
equally large, etc. The materials are self-checking.
Contents:
- a box with lid (24 x 24 x 6 cm)
- 36 wooden figures (2 sets):
 * 6 women,* 6 men,* 6 houses,* 6 tractors, 

* 6 cows,* 6 roosters
-  24 assignment strips with control on  

the reverse side
- 9 cards for the matrix game (size and figures)
- 4 small, game boards
- 8 assignment cards for the board game
- 4 wooden stands
- instructions

305.000 mini-midi-maxi

   Symetrix

By playing with Symetrix, children practise their 
visual perception by ‘reading’ and carrying out the 
assignment. In addition, the child learns to deal with 
concepts of order and spatial orientation. The child 
logically analyses what is observed and converts 
these observations into fine motor activities. The game 
stimulates social development by requiring a high 
degree of cooperation. The material is self-checking.
Contents:
-  1 wooden game board (26 x 26 x 1.5 cm)
-  2 mirror supports
-  2 plastic mirrors (14 x 14 cm)
-  20 plastic assignment cards
-  1 card holder
-  20 coloured wooden counters
-  1 cloth bag
-  instructions

304.100 symetrix
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   Mirror magic

Mirror Magic consists out of 5 different sets 
to experiment with a mirror. Children place 
a few pattern blocks, building blocks, 
glass stones etc. in the magic mirror  
book and discover great and amazing 
patterns. In this game children learn to 
observe well and practice performing  
reflections of shapes and patterns.  
They also discover symmetry and make 
new designs.
Contents per set: 1 mirror book,  
different objects, 12 assignment cards  
with 24 challenges in 3 levels of difficulty.  
Packed in a cotton bag.
 
308.100  mirror magic – count (4+)
308.200  mirror magic – tile (4+)
308.300  mirror magic – build (6+)
308.400  mirror magic – mutlipy (6+)
308.500  mirror magic – shape (6+)

308.100 

   Panoramix geometric shapes

Panoramix is a fun and interesting game, which develops 
the child’s perceptual skills and stimulates language 
development. Many of the prerequisite skills for reading, 
writing and arithmetic such as visual memory, auditory 
discrimination, spatial awareness, memory skills and  
logical thinking are experienced with the numerous  
activities possible with this game.
Contents:
-  a box with lid (24 x 20 x 7.5 cm)
-  2 wooden stands
-  36 geometric shapes
-  32 assignment cards
-  a white background plate
-  a cotton bag
-  instructions

303.400 panoramix geometric shapes

available separately
303.600 extra set of shapes + cards  geometric shapes
303.800 2 wooden stands

   Panoramix house tree animal

This is the easier version of Panoramix geometric shapes.  
When you start with this set, basic skills can be trained.  
After this set, children can continue with Panoramix geometric shapes.
Contents:
-  a box with lid (24 x 20 x 7.5 cm)
-  2 wooden stands
-  12 figures (2 x 6)
-  20 assignment cards
-  a white background plate
-  a cotton bag
-  instructions

303.500  panoramix house tree animal

available separately
303.700 extra set of shapes+ cards house-tree-animal
303.800 2 wooden stands

FOB

FOB ASTM

308.200 308.400

308.300 308.500
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The personal shapes 
you have to create!

Language play   The 4th Dimension

The 4th Dimension is a unique new board game.  
It offers a wide array of game varieties that stimulate  
spatial insight and motivate children to work with  
coordinates. Children take turns in placing a bead  
of their own colour. The first player who manages  
to create his personal shape wins the game.
Contents: 180 wooden beads in 6 colours,  
wooden play board. Packed in a cardboard box.

035.094 the 4th dimension
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Language play
Words  Speech  Discrimination  

  Vocabulary   Communication   Auditive discrimination   Visual discrimination   Tactile discrimination

Vocabulary
Vocabulary is all about the pronunciation and meaning of words.  

The main goal for children is to understand the meaning of words  

and use them in a correct way in a conversation. Listening to stories  

and looking at and talking about images are examples of activities  

that stimulate a child’s vocabulary.

   Scenario

A tool to develop the passive and  
active vocabulary and to use this  
in texts. The game contains 54 telling-
pieces. On one side of each piece  
there is a realistic image and on the 
other side there is an abstract image. 
The telling pieces can be put together 
as a puzzle and offer support in telling 
and making up a story. 
Content: 54 plastic pieces,  
double sided printed.

521.366 scenario

   Story theatre

An attractive tabletop theatre, ideal in 
combination with finger- and handpuppets. 
Easy to assemble and folds up for storage. 
Excellent for groups where space is limitid.
Size: 47 x 37 x 9 cm

522.182 story theatre

   Story sheets

The Story sheets encourage interactions between children and help them  
expand their vocabularies. The sheets can be inserted into the story theatre  
(522.182) with help of the wooden insertion sheet. The sheets revolve around  
3 important themes: the seasons, the holidays and recreational trips.
Contents: 12 plastic Story sheets and a wooden insertion sheet. 
Dimensions box: 46 x 32 x 3 cm.

522.224 story sheets

FOB
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   Occupation project

This set features 6 beautifully detailed pictures, printed on 9 mm plywood, each picture having 
an occupational or professional theme - fire station, bakers, builders etc. There are 60 small 
image cards, made of 4 mm plywood, 10 of which relate to each of the six themes. The game 
is to determine which image belongs to each picture. The set is neatly packed in a partitioned 
and lidded wooden box. Manual included.
Picture size: 14 x 14 cm. Card size: 7 x 7 cm. Box dimensions: 34 x 20 x 6 cm.

522.325 occupation project

   House project

This set features 6 beautifully detailed 
pictures, printed on 9 mm plywood, 
each picture looking at a room in the 
home - living room, bedroom, kitchen 
etc. There are 60 small image cards, 
made of 4 mm plywood, 10 of which 
relate to each of the six themes.  
The game is to determine which image 
belongs to each picture. The set is  
neatly packed in a partitioned and  
lidded beech wooden box. 
Manual included.
Picture size: 14 x 14 cm. 
Card size: 7 x 7 cm. 
Box dimensions: 34 x 20 x 6 cm.

522.028  house project

FOB

FOB

   Trio

This game consists of 48 cards that need  
to be sorted into sets of 3, each related to  
the other. Made from 2,5 mm plastic with  
rounded safety edges. Packed in a partitioned  
and lidded wooden box. Manual included.
Card size: 8 x 8 cm. 
Box dimensions: 33 x 12 x 6 cm.

522.030 trio

   Combi

32 cards provided as 16 linked pairs (e.g. tractor,  
trailer). An excellent game for encouraging language  
and thought process development. The cards are  
made of 2,5 mm thick plastic, and come in a lidded 
wooden box. Manual included. 
Card size: 9 x 9 cm. Box dimensions: 24 x 12 x 6 cm.

522.129 combi

FOB

FOB

FOB

ASTM

ASTM

ASTM

   Oppositions

A game for 2 to 4 players, who need to collect  
pairs of cards which are the opposite of each  
other. Of the 25 cards, one is just plain red,  
and the loser is the person left with that card  
after all the pairs have been completed. 
The cards are made of 2,5 mm plastic. The set  
comes complete with an instruction manual  
and is packed in a lidded wooden box.  
Game card holders available separately. 
Card size: 10,5 x 7,5 cm. 
Box dimensions: 20,5 x 13,5 x 4,5 cm. 

522.326 oppositions 
522.763 additional game 
 card holder
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   Bas lottos

Playing with the Bas lottos helps exercise various skills. Children learn how to observe and  
recognise the parts and the whole of objects. They develop language skills by talking about  
and naming the illustrations. Moreover, they are encouraged to talk about their own experiences  
in situations similar to those illustrated. The various themes tie in perfectly with the experiences  
of young children. The material is self-checking.
Contents:
- a box with lid
- four lotto boards with a control on the reverse sides
- 48 small boards
- instructions

©: Uitgeverij Groen

304.700 bas lotto 1 - 
 bas at home
304.800 bas lotto 2 - 
 new experiences
304.900 bas lotto 3 - 
 holiday adventures
306.200 bas lotto 4 - 
 bas going places

Language play
Words  Speech  Discrimination  

  Vocabulary   Communication   Auditive discrimination   Visual discrimination   Tactile discrimination

Communication
Communication is all about revealing your thoughts and feelings through 

expression (e.g., looks, actions, and words). The main goal for children is  

to exchange information with others in a meaningful way. Naming emotions, 

discussing with each other, and waiting for your turn are activities that  

stimulate communication.

   Grimas

Besides spoken language, facial  
expressions play an important part  
in communication between people.  
It is almost impossible to express  
emotions without them. 
Grimas is a fun game for young  
children, designed to help them  
learn to express their feelings  
without spoken language.

Contents:
- a plastic case (26 x 20 x 5 cm)
- four wooden stands
- 30 cards: 25 each with different faces and 5 auxiliary cards
- a mirror
- five different attributes: a pair of spectacles, a headband, 
 a plastic nose, a pair of earrings and a bow-tie
- instructions

326.100 grimas
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  Language play > Speech > Communication 

   Dividing wall

The wooden dividing wall can be used for several purposes. For example it can be used as a 
separation wall. It also can be used to stimulate the vocabulary. Two children can build with wooden 
blocks, each on one side of the wall. By communicating, they try to build the same construction.
Contents: wooden wall, 2 uprights.

523.210 dividing wall

   Lace together

Lace together can be played by 2 children who sit in  
front of each other. There is a board with holes in between. 
By deliberating with each other the children create a laced 
image. They can also use the task cards to lace an image 
together. Contents: 1 plastic lacing board, 16 assignment 
cards, 8 coloured ropes. Packed in a wooden box.

523.236 lace together

available separately
523.246 wooden frame (30 x 40 cm)

   Screw together

Screw together can be played by 2 children who sit in  
front of each other. There is a board with holes in between. 
By looking good at the example cards and deliberating with 
each other the children screw the shapes into the board.
Contents: 1 plastic screwing board, 16 assignment cards, 
64 coloured nuts and bolts. Packed in a wooden box.

523.245 screw together  

available separately
523.246 wooden frame (30 x 40 cm)

FOB

FOB

FOB

   Talk Together

Talk together can be played by 2 children at the same 
time. They both sit on a chair and face each other.  
In between them, there is a board with a nice drawing. 
Each child has 4 magnets in 4 different colours.  
The children give each other assignments, such as 
“Put the red magnet on the red butterfly”. Then both 
children try to carry out the task. The 2 magnets  
will only stick to the board  when both children do  
the right thing.
Contents: 
4 plastic talking boards, 16 assignment cards, 
8 magnets in 4 colours. 
Packed in a wooden box.

523.235  talk together

available separately
523.246  wooden frame (30 x 40 cm)
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  Language play > Speech > Communication 

   Dubbeldam

Dubbeldam is a fun and interesting game which develops a child’s perceptual skills and stimulates  
language development. Many of the prerequisite skills for reading, writing and arithmetic such as  
visual memory, auditory discrimination, spatial relationships, memory skills and logical thinking are  
experienced with the numerous activities possible with this game. 
Contents:
The material is contained in a wooden box that becomes the working area for the activities  
contained in the game.
Dubbeldam contains:
- 2 plastic charts printed with the background scene of the farm on one side  

and the town scene on the other side
- 2 plastic charts with the meadow for the farm scene on one side and the intersection  

for the town scene on the other side
- 2 charts with a grid of 5 times 5 squares on one side and 10 times 10 squares on the other
- 2 beechwood trays containing 52 brightly painted wooden objects, 2 object cards 

for sorting the  number and type of objects into two matching sets, 1 dice with dots from 1 to 3
 20 activity cards with symbols in the lower right hand corner of the cards indicating  

the theme of the card.
- 2 wooden stands to hold the activity cards.
- a wooden partition consisting of 2 sections and a wooden block
- instructions

385.000 dubbeldam

    Picto

Self-checking game centred around pictograms. Children may place the picture cards  
next to the suitable images on the theme board. By folding the picture cards inwards,  
the child can check whether the assignment has been done correctly. A matching image 
will appear when done the right way. Themes that occur in the assignments are: traffic, 
holidays, safety, sports, social reliance and travelling. 
Content: 6 theme boards, 48 image cards.
Box dimensions: 34 x 20 x 7 cm.

523.193 picto

    Floor dominoes traffic 

This floor domino has great play value and is an introduction to road safety. The child 
learns to see which traffic signs belongs to certain traffic situations. These situations 
are all very clear and are the situations that a child sees in its own surroundings.
Tile size:18 x 9 cm. The set consists of 17 tiles in wooden box with lid.
Box dimensions: 22,5 x 31,5 x 6 cm.

523.079 floor dominoes traffic

FOB

FOB
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  Language play > Speech > Communication 

   Emotions game - 
 children of the world

With this emotion game young children can learn  
to recognise the different emotions. The game  
can be played with maximum 6 children. Every child 
gets its own game board with 4 different emotions. 
Taking turns the children throw the dice. When the 
dice shows an emotion that can be found on the 
game board the corresponding card can be put on 
the board. When the dice comes on red, the child 
passes a turn; when it comes on green the child  
gets another turn. The child that completes its  
game board first is the winner. All cards are double 
in the game, which means that you can also play  
a memory game.
Contents: 6 game boards, 48 cards (2 x 24)  
and a dice, all packed in a wooden box.
Box dimensions: 34 x 20 x 6 cm.

523.078 emotionsgame - children of the world

FOB

   Feelings and emotions

Children learn important emotional skills at an early age: learning to mimic, using words and gestures  
to express feelings; learning to recognise and understand their own feelings and those of others,  
so they can get along better and easier with others. With ‘Feelings and Emotions’, children are encouraged 
 to act out and talk about feelings in general, as well as their own feelings, in a playful manner. 
Contents:
-  1 box with lid (33.9 x 33.9 x 40 cm);  

the lid serves as the game board
-  20 situation cards with a green edge  

(5 illustrations for each basic emotion)
-  32 yellow emotion cards
-  4 coloured markers
-  4 card holders
-  1 die with dots from 1 to 6
-  instructions

309.200 feelings and emotions

FOB

   Mourning: I am sad

This material offers the opportunity to aid young children, in an approachable way, in dealing with 
death and sadness. The material can be used when a child has suffered a loss of a family member or 
a friend, or to educate children how to deal with these emotions when a similar case would happen 
within the group. The material can either be offered individually or for the whole group. 
Content: 
5 talking boards (printed on both sides),  
2 puzzles, a lotto game, a hand puppet  
and a thorough manual. 
Box dimensions:
46 x 33 x 8 cm (l x w x h).
The talking boards plus frame fit  
in the story theatre (522.182).

577.022 mourning: I am sad

522.182 story theatre
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  Language play > Speech > Communication 

FOB ASTM

Language play
Words  Speech  Discrimination  

  Vocabulary   Communication   Auditive discrimination   Visual discrimination   Tactile discrimination

Auditive discrimination
Auditive discrimination is all about hearing differences with your ears.  

The main goal is to hear the differences and similarities between two  

sounds. Hearing with which letter a word starts and distinguishing two  

different sounds are activities which stimulate auditive discrimination.

   Sound tubes

This is a block with 2 x 6 plastic tubes, 
each filled with a variety of materials. 
When the tubes are shaken, different 
sounds are produced that can be qualified 
as loud, soft, softer etc. The second  
6 tubes (identical to the first 6) can be 
used to group the tubes together:  
which ones produce the same sound?      
Size: 38 x 13 cm.

522.806 sound tubes

FOB ASTM

   Listen to this

Listen to this is a communication game that offers scope for variation. Together, 2 players  
choose a base card and its accompanying colour cards. They sit opposite one another with  
the base card between them. The first child gives the second child an instruction and  
the second child answers by sliding a colour card under the correct picture. The first child  
can see immediately whether the  
answer is correct. The instruction  
cards cover various topics: descriptions  
of situations, descriptions of spatial  
concepts, descriptions of colour,  
number and size and activities such as: 
Which word do you hear first or last?
Includes 8 base cards, 8 sets of  
8 instruction cards and 32 colour cards. 
Stands supplied seperately.
Box dimensions: 16 x 49 x 7 cm.

523.122 listen to this

available separately
512.245 wooden stand
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  Language play > Discrimination > Auditive discrimination

   Audio lotto

A tool for teaching children how to listen carefully and discern everyday sounds.  
The game contains a CD-ROM (containing 25 different sounds) and 25 plastic image  
cards (5 sets of 5 cards). The game has 2 full sets of image cards, allowing 2 children 
to play simultaneously. When playing, the CD-ROM plays a series of sounds which the child 
has to match to an image card. Before each new sound is played the child hears a bell ring.  
If all the cards are selected and used in the right sequence, the backs of the cards combine  
to create another image, which gives the child visual confirmation that everything is right.  
Supplied in an easy-to-use compartmentalised and lidded wooden box. Manual included.  
The stands that the image cards slide into are supplied separately. 
Image card size: 7 x 7 cm.
Box dimensions: 34 x 20 x 6 cm. 
Stand size: 42 x 30 cm.

522.035 audio lotto

available separately
522.200 game stand

   Sound lotto

A tool for teaching children how to listen carefully and discern sounds. The game contains  
a CD-ROM (containing 25 different sounds) and 2x 25 plastic image cards (5 sets of 5 cards).  
The image cards are visually grouped both by theme (e.g. musical instruments) and colour  
(e.g. each instrument image has a red frame around it). The game has 2 full sets of image  
cards, allowing 2 children to play simultaneously. When playing, the CD-ROM plays a series  
of sounds which the child has to match to an image card.  
Before each new sound is played the child hears a bell ring. If all the cards are selected  
and placed in the right order, the backs of the cards combine to create another image,  
which gives the child visual confirmation that everything is right. Supplied in an easy-to-use  
compartmentalised and lidded wooden box. Manual included. The stands that the image  
cards slide into are supplied separately. 
Image card size: 7 x 7 cm.
Box dimensions: 34 x 20 x 6 cm. 
Stand size: 42 x 30 cm.

522.526 sound lotto

available separately
522.200 game stand FOB ASTM

FOB ASTM
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  Language play > Discrimination > Auditive discrimination

   Listen well

When playing with Listen well, at least 4 important concepts are being trained:  
spatial awareness, concentration and comprehension skills, the recognition  
of ordinal numbers and vocabulary. There are 8 different games in Listen well.  
Each game consists of 8 assignment cards.  
Each set can be recognized by its specific symbols. The children take the  
assignment cards of one set and place them in front of them. Next they listen  
carefully to the story on the CD. As an example: in game one there is the  
following question: “On which picture is the duck standing in front of its pen?”. 
The child looks at the 8 pictures and selects the one that he/she thinks is correct  
and places it the tray. When all 8 questions are answered, and thus all cards are  
put in the tray, the lid is closed and the tray is turned over. When reopened a nice  
image is revealed.
The material includes: 64 assignment cards and a CD. 
The tray is supplied separately. 
Packed in a lidded wooden box. Manual included.
Box dimensions: 34 x 20 x 5,5 cm.

522.928 listen well

available separately
523.007 tray

FOB ASTM

Visual discrimination
Visual discrimination is all about seeing differences with your eyes.  

The main goal is to see the differences and similarities of certain objects, 

shapes and letters. Playing memory or finding a certain shape inside  

the classroom are activities which stimulate visual discrimination. 

Language play
Words  Speech  Discrimination  

  Vocabulary   Communication   Auditive discrimination   Visual discrimination   Tactile discrimination

   Search the shape

A beautiful set of games for shape recognition.  
There are 3 levels of difficulty in this game. 
In level 1 the child has to discover  
the shape that is hidden in the picture.  
In level 2 the child has to discover the  
letters that are hidden in abstract figures.  
In level 3 the child has to discover what fits  
together to create one whole. When all the  
exercises are completed, all cards must be  
turned over to see the control on the back of  
the cards. If all was done well, a new shape will be shown.  
Packed in a lidded wooden box. Contents: 9 assignment  
cards, 36 matching cards, manual included.
Box dimensions: 34 x 20 x 6 cm.

522.909 search the shape

FOB ASTM

   Tabaletto 

While playing with Tabaletto, the child’s perceptual awareness will be  
exercised. Doing the exercise properly, requires and stimulates the use  
of conceptual and imaginative thinking; it also stimulates language  
development. The material is self-checking.
Contents:
-  a game board with frame cover
-  24 printed boards with control code
-  instructions

304.400 animals
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  Language play > Discrimination > Visual discrimination

   Criteria

Criteria is a great game in which the following concepts are addressed: logical 
thinking, features, differences and correspondence. The instruction cards show  
4 pictures. Each picture does not belong with the other 3 for its own unique  
reason. The player places the right pictocards next to the pictures to show what 
this unique reason is. Criteria involves self-checking.
Contents:
- a wooden box with lid (35 x 18 x 5 cm)
- 18 instruction cards at 3 levels
- 12 picto-cards 
- instructions

300.100 criteria

   Concentra

Concentra is a picture puzzle in sudoku style. While playing with Concentra, 
children train their thinking and combination skills and also stimulate their 
concentration and their analytical senses. There are 3 levels of difficulty per 
puzzle: “easy “,”difficult” and “very difficult” which makes it a very challenging 
material. The material is self-checking.
Contents:
-  a box with lid (27,6 x 24 x 2,8 cm)
-  6 coded game boards
-  60 picture cards
-  6 coded control cards
-  instructions

309.500 concentra

   Fairytale memory

Another classic memory game of “pairs” using  lovely 
images of fairytale figures.  Contains 56 plastic cards 
(28 identical pairs) supplied in a lidded wooden box. 
Manual included.
Card size: 7 x 7 cm. Box dimensions: 34 x 20 x 6 cm.

522.980 fairytale memory

   Duo lotti

When playing with Duo lotti, children exercise various skills. Among others, the lotto game fosters 
observation and language development. Because this game has several variations, it is very  
challenging. Speed lotto requires speed, Duo lotti insight, the Memo game exercises the memory 

and the Domino game observation.
Contents:
-   1 box with lid (24 x 24 x 3.5 cm)
-   4 game boards
-   64 single cards
-   32 cards with two illustrations
-   instructions

307.500 duo lotti

FOB

FOB

FOB

ASTM

ASTM

   Animal memo

Classic memory game of “pairs” using lovely images of exotic 
and wild animals. This is not only a good memory game, but can 
also be used to help younger children identify new and exciting 
animals. Contains 48 plastic cards (24 identical pairs) supplied 
in a lidded wooden box. Manual included.
Card size: 7 x 7 cm. Box dimensions: 34 x 20 x 6 cm.

522.049 animal memo 
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  Language play > Discrimination > Visual discrimination

   Details

Details is a game where children are taught about observing position, shape 
and colour on pattern cards. They also learn the concept “parts of the whole”. 
This material is an indirect preparation for reading. Details is self-checking.
Contents:
-  a box with 4 compartments and lid (27 x 20 x 3 cm)
-  4 working cards
-  48 assignment cards
-  12 black frames used to isolate the “details”
-  instructions

307.100 details 

   Search and find

This game is a nice variation of the  
memory game. The course is to find  
2 pairs which are related to each  
other. Insert one assignment card into  
the gameboard and try to find the  
related pairs by lifting the red discs. 
Contains 8 assignment cards and  
1 gameboard. Card size: 28 x 28 cm.  
Box dimensions: 32 x 32 x 6 cm.

522.981 search and find
 
 

   Combino 

This set consists of 6 boards, each with 8 images, and a number of transparent  
overlays. The idea is to find the overlays that relate best to the image on the board 
(e.g. the overlay featuring apples goes on top of the picture of a tree). The boards are 
made from 2,5 mm plastic. The set comes in a lidded wooden box. Manual included.
Board size: 28 x 14 cm. Card size: 7 x 7 cm. 
Box dimensions: 34 x 20 x 6 cm.

522.036 combino

FOB

FOB

ASTM

ASTM

FOB ASTM

   Borboleta

Borboleta is a fun game that requires children to concentrate and carefully observe 
differences or similarities. Children have to look for small details, find mirror images 
and even find the separate details that match a complete image. The games are 
geared towards colour- and shape-recognition. When playing together the children 
practise their social skills. The material is self-checking.
Contents:
-  a box with lid (32.5 x 25.5 x 3.5 cm)
-  6 plastic assignment cards
-  24 wooden coloured discs
-  2 dice, 1 - 6
-  2 wooden game boards 
 (27.5 x 19.5 cm)
-  2 markers
-  instructions

309.100 borboleta
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  Language play > Discrimination > Visual discrimination

   Combino animals

This set consists of 6 boards, each with 8 images, and a number of transparent  
overlays. The idea is to find the overlays that relate best to the image on the board 
(e.g. the overlay featuring a rabbit head goes on top of the picture of a rabbit).  
The boards are made from 2,5 mm plastic. The set comes in a lidded wooden box. 
Manual included.
Board size: 28 x 14 cm. 
Card size: 7 x 7 cm. 
Box dimensions: 34 x 20 x 6 cm.

522.887 combino animals

   Transparanto

Transparanto is a fanciful lotto for young children. Transparanto 
helps develop observation of shapes and vocabulary and children 
learn to combine two parts to a complete picture.
Contents:
- a wooden box with lid (22 x 13.5 x 4 cm)
- 4 plastic lotto cards
- 24 transparent cards
- a cotton bag
- instructions

301.400 transparanto

FOB ASTM

Contents of the exercise cards Memos 1: 
Geometric shapes - toys - colour combinations -  
musical instruments - patterns - means of transport - 
counting - animals. 
 
Contents of the exercise cards Memos 2: 
Geometric figures - combinations of colours - circles - 
divided circles - little house, little tree, little pet -  
halves - faces - flags - food and drinks. 
 
Contents of the exercise cards Memos 3: 
Symbols - ladybirds - balloons - clocks -  
familiar objects - counting - numbers - letters.

321.401 exercise cards memos 1
321.402 exercise cards memos 2
321.403 exercise cards memos 3

   Memos 

Playing with Memos stimulates the development of perception in the following areas: colours,  
shapes, patterns, pictures of objects, quantity. Memos assists in the development of the motor 
skills and memorization skills and because Memos is played by several children most of the time, 
it also contributes to the social development. Counting and comparing the number of discs  
collected, is a good preparation for arithmetic.
Contents:
- a wooden game-cassette (39 x 30 x 1.2 cm)
 with 48 holes to fit wooden discs. 
 The cassette offers enough space
 to store the exercise cards.
- 48 discs (ø 3.5 cm)
- instructions

321.406 memos

321.406

321.401

321.403

321.402
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  Language play > Discrimination > Visual discrimination

   A-Z Alphabet

This 26 piece Alphabet set can be played 2 sided,  
one upper case, another one lower case.  
Each piece has a Braille symbol that represents  
each letter in the alphabet.

106.306 a-z alphabet

   Matching dominoes

This large and colourful domino set is eminently suitable for young 
children. The players have to work from left to right by putting the 
correct halves together. The starting point is the kite and each end 
point of the row is a smaller block. The game has a total of 56 pieces. 
Supplied in a lidded wooden box. 
Box dimensions: 39,5 x 15,5 x 7 cm.

522.875 matching dominoes

FOB ASTM

   Frutty

Frutty is a fruit lotto for young children. By exercising with Frutty the child develops  
his/her perceptive faculty. Frutty also helps to extend the vocabulary. As for the pictures 
we have deliberately selected known as well as less known fruits. This can lead to  
conversations or projects concerning world studies and inter-cultural education.
Contents:
-  a wooden box (33 x 25 x 4.5 cm)
-  4 lotto boards with pictures of different kinds of fruit
-  48 small boards:
  • 24 boards with pictures of whole fruits
  • 24 boards with pictures of sliced fruits
-  instructions

383.100 frutty

   Legumo

Legumo is a vegetables lotto for young children. By exercising with Legumo the child  
develops his/her perceptive faculty. Legumo also helps to extend the vocabulary.  
As for the pictures we have deliberately selected known as well as less known vegetables.  
This can lead to conversations or projects concerning world studies and inter-cultural education.
Contents:
-  a wooden box (33 x 25 x 4.5 cm)
-  4 lotto boards with pictures of different kinds of vegetables.
-  48 small boards:
  • 24 boards with pictures of whole vegetables
  • 24 boards with pictures of sliced vegetables
-  instructions

383.000 legumo
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Language play
Words  Speech  Discrimination  

  Vocabulary   Communication   Auditive discrimination   Visual discrimination   Tactile discrimination

Tactile discrimination
Tactile discrimination is all about feeling differences and similarities by touch. 

The main goal is to feel the differences and similarities of different shapes 

and structures. Playing a feel memory or playing a game while blindfolded  

are activities which stimulate tactile discrimination.

   Tactillo

A fun game specifically aimed at improving and developing both visual and tactile skills. 
Tactillo consists of a wooden stand with 8 compartments in it. One of 8 cards showing different 
shapes is slotted into the stand. The child then chooses from 32 different wooden shapes to find 
the right match and put it in the appropriate compartment. Of the 8 cards, 4 have just one shape 
per compartment while the rest have 2 shapes per compartment. To make the game more  
difficult, the shapes can be kept in the bag provided so that the child has to seek out the right 
shape by touch alone. 
Set contents: 8 assignment cards,  
32 different shapes (2 of each = 64 shapes),  
bag. All supplied in a lidded wooden box,  
complete with manual.  
Stands supplied seperately.
Card size: 48 x 14 cm.  
Box dimensions: 50 x 15 x 6 cm.
Stand size: 49 x 8 cm.

522.818 tactillo 

available separately
512.245 wooden stand

   Sensidiscs

Playing with Sensidisc helps children practice tactile 
and visual perception through sensory-motor activities. 
It also helps train the memory and develop social skills. 
By feeling, the child discovers various shapes and 
structures, which it learns to recognize and describe.
Contents:
-  1 game board (48 x 20 cm)
-  10 discs (8 cm)
-  10 geometric shapes 
-  1 bag
-  instructions

302.800 sensidisc geometric shapes
302.900 sensidisc structures

   Senso

Senso is a tactile matching game which develops perceptual skills as the child  
feels and discriminates different textures and shapes. Senso stimulates conversation 
among the players and provide an excellent opportunity to introduce vocabulary so 
that the child can label his experiences. 
Contents:
- 4 wooden game boards with 9 squares of different shapes and textures printed  

on each board in flint-grain. All the boards are colour-coded to make sorting  
the game pieces easier for the child

- 36 wooden squares with each of the patterns on the game boards printed  
in flint-grain on them 

- a wooden tray
- instructions

320.100 senso

FOB

FOB ASTM
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  Language play > Discrimination > Tactile discrimination

   Touch and feel box

A box which can be used in all kinds of sensing games.  
The child has to name an object in the box, only using his hands. 
Box dimensions: 36 x 20 x 35 cm.

522.873 touch and feel box 

   Tactile materials

Using their sensory perception, children explore the world around them. With a sense  
of touch, they discover various shapes and features of objects. One can feel whether  
an object is hard, soft, sharp, large, small etc. By giving names to the various objects,  
children can expand their vocabulary. An exciting touching, guessing,  
and searching game can be played with the sets  
of tactile materials and the matching cards.
Who will guess the most shapes?

Set 1:
- 10 geometric shapes
- 10 cards with matching pictures
- plastic box 

324.300 tactile materials set 1

Set 2:
- 12 varied objects
- 12 cards with matching pictures
- plastic box 

324.400 tactile materials set 2

FOB ASTM

324.300

324.400

Motor play

educ a t i o n
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Fine motor skills
Fine motor skills are all about the coordination of small muscle movements 

mostly in body parts such as the fingers, usually in coordination with  

the eyes. The main goal is to prepare children for their writing skills.  

Tying shoelaces, using scissors and completing a puzzle are activities  

which stimulate the fine motor skills.

Motor play
Motor development  

  Fine motor skills   Gross motor skills

   Ed dressing doll

This dressing doll makes learning dressing skills fun. 
Teach children to buckle, zip, button and lace. 
Machine washable. Doll is 53 cm tall.

523.035 ed dressing doll

FOB

   Rubando 

Children practise tying their shoelaces in 2 exciting games.
The shoelace-tying board can also be used in learning to tie shoelaces  
for the first time. With a photocopy machine and the accompanying  
copying card, the teacher can ‘issue’ Shoe-Tying Certificates for  
those children who have learned to tie their own shoes.
Contents:
-  4 shoelace-tying boards
-  1 die with shoelace-tying symbols
-  1 die with two black dots
-  one copying card with  

Shoelace Tying Certificate
-  instructions

300.500 rubando

   Embroidery set

Original embroidery set to make the most 
beautiful designs in an accessible way. 
Content: 
4 plastic embroidery plates, 4 embroidery 
needles with a blunt tip, 9 double sided  
printed example cards, embroidery thread.
Size embroidery plate: 28 x 19,5 cm (l x w).

522.385  embroidery set
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  Motor play > Motor development > Fine motor skills

   Vetrovorm

An excellent game for developing hand-eye 
coordination, consisting of 18 plastic cards and 
24 string laces. 12 cards have a coloured design 
printed on them which the child is encouraged  
to follow by threading the variously coloured 
strings through the card. For further progression, 
the remaining 6 cards are blank, so that children 
can either copy other patterns or make up their 
own. Supplied in a lidded wooden box.
Card size: 16 x 16 cm. String length: 90 cm.  
Box dimensions: 35 x 19 x 8 cm.

522.462 vetrovorm

available separately
522.576 additional 24 string laces

   Beehives

Help develop fine motor skills by matching the bee to its  
hive using the pincer grasp or the forceps. It also reinforces  
colour recognition and counting.

106.301 beehives

   Happy hammer farm set

Whether the children follow the 12 sample cards or make up their own scenes, 
this is a great activity featuring farmyard figures. The set also contains 2 cork 
boards, 2 small hammers, 72 plastic farmyard figures and a box of brass nails. 
The set is neatly packed in a partitioned and lidded wooden box. 
Cork board size: 30 x 22,5 cm. 
Box dimensions: 40 x 34 x 8 cm.

522.353 happy hammer 
 farm set

available separately
522.805 72 additional shapes
512.092 cork board 
512.090 box of nails 
522.380 spare hammer 

FOB

FOB

ASTM

ASTM

   Happy hammer geo set

12 sample cards show what a bit of 
imagination can do with variously coloured 
shapes, and once a child has finished all 
12 cards, then they can create whatever 
they want to. This set also contains 2 cork 
boards, 2 small hammers, 144 plastic  
shapes and a box of brass nails. The set  
is neatly packed in a partitioned and lidded 
wooden box. 
Cork board size: 30 x 22,5 cm. 
Box dimensions: 40 x 34 x 8 cm.

522.355 happy hammer geo set

available separately
522.357 144 additional shapes
512.092 cork board
512.090 box of nails
522.380 spare hammerFOB ASTM
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  Motor play > Motor development > Fine motor skills

   Screwy

This is an ever-fascinating nuts and bolts 
game that requires a child to recreate 
various colour/shape sequences, as seen 
on the plastic assignment cards. There 
are 8 cards, each with 4 assignments. 
Screwy can be played either singly or  
as a group game, and is excellent for  
developing colour/shape awareness, 
motor skills and hand-eye coordination. 
Suitable for the pre-school age group. 
Packed in a partitioned and lidded 
wooden box (contains 64 plastic pieces).
Box dimensions: 40 x 34 x 8 cm.

522.046 screwy

available separately
522.763 game holder

   Insert mosaic 

A developmental game that hones motor skills as well as colour and pattern 
perception. The game is available in 2 forms according to the size of  
the mosaic insert pins required (either 10 mm or 15 mm). In whatever format 
you choose, the pins are a mix of round and square shapes in 6 colours,  
and are made of virtually unbreakable plastic. The insert frames are made  
of flexible, unbreakable plastic. Each basic set consists of 2 insert frames,  
10 plastic assignment cards and the pins - approx. 800 10 mm pins,  
or approx. 400 15 mm pins. The games come packed in a partitioned  
and lidded wooden box. Manual included.
Frame size: 28 x 20 cm. 
Box dimensions: 40 x 34 x 9 cm.

522.333 insert mosaic - 10 mm
522.334 insert mosaic - 15 mm

available separately
522.335 pins 10 mm (c. 800 pcs)
522.336 pins 15 mm (c. 400 pcs)
522.337 additional insert frame

FOB ASTM

FOB ASTM

   Grippy 

The main object of Grippy is that of recognizing objects through the sense of touch.  
Includes: a red board with holes, 20 knobs made of different shapes and types of wood,  
2 small bags and instructions. The board is equipped with a rope, so it can be suspended.

340.000  grippy
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  Motor play > Motor development > Fine motor skills

   Maxi insert mosaic 

A transparent insert mosaic frame to encourage children to exercise  their colour-  
and shape perception. Children will love to make their own creations  but can also use 
the assignment cards. These 8 cards have  different levels of difficulty. The set consists 
of 160 pegs in 8 bright colours, 8 assignment cards and  is packed in a wooden box. 
Frame size: 38 x 27 cm.
Box dimensions: 31 x 29 x 8,5 cm.

523.096 maxi insert mosaic box with cards and pegs
523.095 maxi insert mosaic frame

   Learning board all-in-one

Wonderfully large learning board, consisting 
of a blue board with mobile frame, 224 geo 
blocks (14 pcs each one of 4 shapes; square, 
convex, triangle, and circle and 4 colours) 
and 6 double sided work cards. 
Board size: 83 x 70 cm.
Frame size: 83 x 43 x 92 cm.

523.023 Learning board all-in-one

   Kralo

A variety of different sets, all consisting of a  
plastic base board, 12 pattern cards to follow,  
and 500 plastic beads. Packed in a wooden box. 
Box dimensions: 22 x 22 x 5,5 cm.

095.061 beadsboard plastic square transparent
095.065 beadsboard plastic round white
095.066 beadsboard plastic round transparent 

095.060 beadsboard plastic square white
036.094 extra beads (1000)
095.028 patterns cards - square
095.029 patterns cards - circle

   Kralo groupset

A full complement of Kralo base boards, pattern cards and beads for group play. 
This set contains 4 base boards (either square or circular), 12 pattern cards and  
a bag of 1000 plastic beads, all packed in a partitioned and lidded beech box.  
Box dimensions: 43 x 22 x 5,5 cm.

522.808 kralo groupset - square
522.809 kralo groupset - circle

FOB ASTM

FOB

FOB

FOB ASTM

ASTM
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  Motor play > Motor development > Fine motor skills

   Motor skills board knobs

Board with knobs to rotate around the curves,  
angles and squiggles. Develops hand and  
visual tracking. 
Contents:
Wooden board with 20 knobs and  
12 guide patterns.
Dimensions: 29 x 29 cm.

523.146 motor skills board knobs

   Toddlers learning board 

A beautifully designed motor skills board.
Trains the motor spatial relations and the ability 
to concentrate. The wooden discs can be 
moved to the right place using a magnetic pen. 
Size: 29,5 x 29,5 cm.

523.004 toddlers learning board

   Motor skills board flowers

A motor skills board that trains the motor skills, 
spatial relations and the ability to concentrate. 
The coloured balls can be moved to the right 
place using a magnetic pen. 
Size: 29,5 x 29,5 cm.

522.963 motor skills board flowers

   Counting learning board

A motor skills board, that can be used to  
playfully practise motor skills as well as gain 
numeric comprehension. Using the instruction 
cards with example patterns, the coloured  
balls are moved to the right place using the 
magnetic pen.
Size: 29,5 x 29,5 cm.

522.952 counting learning board

   Motor skills play - treasure chest

A motor skills board that trains the motor skills,  
spatial relations and the ability to concentrate.  
The juweleries must be transported to the treasury  
by a magnetic pen. The attached sample cards  
provide extra differentiation, so every child can  
play this game on its own level.
Dimensions: 33 x 35 cm 

523.242  motor skills play - treasure chest

   Motor skills board counting fruit

A motor skills board that trains the motor skills,  
spatial relations and the ability to concentrate.  
The wooden discs can be moved to the right  
place using a magnetic pen. 
Size: 29,5 x 29,5 cm.

522.939 motor skills board counting fruit

M
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  Motor play > Motor development > Fine motor skills

   Magnetic maze/pre-writing 
 motor skills boards

4 boards excellent for developing hand eye coordination, logical thinking  
and visual tracing. While playing with these boards, the children train their  
writing movements, spatial awareness and concentration. For every board  
there are 6 exercise cards with examples of patterns. Using these cards,  
the children try to move the coloured balls with the magnetic pen through  
the maze to the right spot. This becomes even more exciting and demanding 
when they have to turn the wheel to avoid that the path is blocked. 
Size: 35,5 x 37,5 x 5 cm.

522.391 motor skills board - numbers
522.392 motor skills board - pattern 1
522.393 motor skills board - pattern 2
522.394 motor skills board - shapes

   Basic graphic learning board

A beautifully designed motor skills board, that can 
be used to playfully practise writing motor skills, 
spatial relations and the ability to concentrate. 
With the help of the instruction cards with example 
patterns, the coloured balls are moved to the  
right place using a magnetic pen. It gets more  
difficult when the turning disk is used so as not  
to interrupt the path to be followed. Here and 
there, the children trace the lines of real letters;  
a step towards really writing.
Size: 29,5 x 29,5 cm.

522.951 basic graphic learning board

   Skribi 

With Skribi children practise hand-to-eye  
coordination. The writing is prepared by making 
large writing motions on the playing board.  
Moreover, because of the many ways of playing  
the game, it is fun and exciting to play Skribi  
alone or with others.
Contents:
- a box with a lid (50,5 x 33 x 3 cm)  

with holes, so it can be used as playing board
- 3 playing cards
- 4 transparent cups: 2 large and 2 small ones
- 10 marbles in 2 colours
- instructions

325.100 skribi

   Skribi, supplementary set

Extra set of 3 playing cards. With these cards  
it is also possible for children to practise with  
both hands. Practising coordination between  
the left and the right hand is an important  
preparation for teaching young children to write.

325.1A0 skribi, supplementary set

522.394

522.391

522.392 522.393

FOB

FOB

ASTM

ASTM
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  Motor play > Motor development > Fine motor skills

   Motor skills cards

An excellent aid to the development of handwriting and pen control. The set consists 
of 10 wipe-free, plastic-covered cards, each with 4 sections: the top section illustrates 
a writing pattern; the next shows the beginning of the same pattern (for the child to 
copy and complete); the third section is for free-form copying, and the last for free-form 
copying within a frame. The set is packed in a lidded wooden box. Manual included.
Card size: 33,5 x 22 cm. Box dimensions: 37 x 23 x 4,5 cm.

522.274 motor skills cards

available separately
044.002 wet-wipe pen black
522.230 plastic envelopes x 10

   Draw what’s missing

It is a real challenge to childlike curiosity to discover where ‘the mistake is’ and to 
set it straight. You have to be careful when connecting the dots that you don’t make 
any mistakes yourself. But...fortunately you can correct the mistake quickly! Good, 
concentrated observation is the message here, wrapped in a fun way to work. 
Taking turns, visual observation focuses on the total representation, on the detail 
and vice versa. Applying logical reasoning, the observations convert to 
precision motor activities, until the final result appears. 
Contents:
- a box with lid (27 x 22 x 2 cm)
- 3 cards with 36 exercises:  

‘draw the missing items’
- 3 cards with 24 exercises: ‘connect the dots’
- 1 felt-tip pen (water-soluble)
- instructions

372.600 draw what’s missing 

   Hand-eye coordination

The cards, made of high quality plastic, contain 
a series of exercises designed to train hand-eye 
coordination systematically. 
Contents:
- a wooden box with lid (28 x 23 x 2 cm)
- 30 exercise series on 15 cards, printed on both sides
- 1 felt-tip pen (water-soluble)
- instructions

371.500 hand-eye coordination

FOB ASTM

   Screw the shapes

Game with coloured discs in 3 different shapes  
to practise fine motor skills and hand-eye coordination. 
Contents: wooden stand, 9 wooden discs.

523.196 screw the shapes
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  Motor play > Motor development > Fine motor skills

   Kwinto motor skills set

Kwinto is a multifunctional box containing various  
games, specifically developed to aid in the development 
of controlled voluntary movements necessary in the  
preparation of writing. The various games in this kit  
emphasize the use of these motor skills. The specific 
aims are designed to encourage the mobility and  
function of fingers and hands, hand-eye coordination, 
development of right or left-handed writing preference, 
relaxed writing motion, spatial orientation and  
concentration.
Contents:
a yoyo, felt-tip pen, a catching cup, an hourglass,  
tiddlywinks, a soft ball, a small top, a spinning disc  
with a string, a box with 50 cubes, a box with counters, 
3 pattern cards, spills sticks, a round card with a scoring 
system, designed for use as a target for the ball and  
tiddlywinks games, instructions and a beech wood box 
with lid that can be used as a drawing board and for 
storing the above contents.

200.200 kwinto motor skills set
200.100 kwinto stereoboard

Gross motor skills
Gross motor skills are all about movements of the large muscle groups  

and whole body movement. The main goal for children is to move in  

a flexible way. Playing hide and seek, aiming for a goal and modeling  

clay are activities which stimulate the gross motor skills.

Motor play
Motor development  

  Fine motor skills   Gross motor skills

   Summer skis

Great fun for 2! The skis are made  
of wood and have 2 rubber blocks  
underneath. The skis provide exercise  
and help with movement and coordination. 
Size: 89 x 9 cm.

524.003 summer skis

   Spinning top

A giant spinning top which will never get boring to use.  
A high vertical edge ensures that fingers won’t get trapped, 
and a ventilation safety feature means that the spinning top 
can also be used as a roof of a playhouse, or as a really  
good hiding place! Made of tough, durable plastic.  
Suitable for indoor or outdoor use. 
Size: 80 x 44 cm.

524.001 spinning top

FOB

   Magnet Experiment Game

Explore the principles of magnetism by putting the magnet  
on the board. Do the objects cling to the magnet? Predict the 
outcome by putting a green pin if you think an object will  
cling to the magnet  and a red pin if you think it won’t.
The box can be filled with a wide array of your own materials.
Contents: wooden board with a sliding lid and attached magnet.

523.275 Magnet experiment game
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  Motor play > Motor development > Gross motor skills

   Stilts wooden

A pair of sturdy stilts with movable  
footrests in bright colours. 
Length: 155 cm.

522.768 stilts wooden

   Gogo roller

This is a hugely popular toy that is not only great fun 
to ride but also helps hone the body’s motor skills 
(balance, co-ordination, etc). Made from robust  
plastic, with steel axles and rounded corners for 
safety. Hand grips included.
Size: 40,5 x 35 x 50 cm. 

524.009 gogo roller

   Walking stilts

Solid, stable and robust, these walking stilts 
have cartoon-style animal images on them. 
They are available in 2 heights and come  
in 1 of 4 colours.

522.766 walking stilts 12 cm
522.767 walking stilts 15 cm

FOB

FOB

   Giant Mikado

Hold the Giant Mikado in one hand and release the sticks. In turns,  
everybody may attempt to take a stick. Who manages to take a stick  
without moving another stick? The sticks differ from each other based on  
their colours, which allows you to add points to a certain coloured stick.  
Content:
25 wooden Mikado sticks.
Size: 100 cm (l).

522.892 giant mikado

   Golf game

Golf game that can be used  
indoors as well as outdoors.
Contents:
Wooden golf course, golf club  
and 4 wooden balls. 
Dimensions: 75 x 26 x 17 cm.

523.177 golf game

FOB

FOB ASTM
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  Motor play > Motor development > Gross motor skills

   Marble mat

A marble mat for inside use. With 
anti-slip layer to prevent it from 
moving while playing. 
Size: 200 x 95 cm.

009.401 marble mat

   Hopscotch mat

An old favourite for use inside or 
outdoors. Promotes general mo-
tor skills, co-ordination, numbers-
kills and more.
Size: 95 x 200 cm.

009.400 hopscotch mat

   Foam handballs

These foam balls are very soft and  
very safe, and feature a highly durable  
anti-tear waterproof plastic skin. 

522.449 foam handball  red ø 15 cm
522.481 foam handball  blue ø 9 cm

   Blow football game

Exciting game which promotes the  
motor skills of the mouth. Using straws, 
the children try to blow the ball into  
the goal of the opponent.
Contents:
Wooden football game, straws and ball.
Size: 28,5 x 40,5 x 7,5 cm.

523.176 blow football game

available separately
158.010 plastic straws (set of 1000)
078.006 plastic balls (set of 6)

FOB

FOB

   Throwing game

Combining elements from many classic games,  
the object of this game is simple - get as many  
points as you can by throwing 4 rope rings onto  
the pins, each pin having a different points value.  
Made of beech plywood, this game can be used  
on the floor or wall-mounted. 
Board diameter: 50 cm.

522.820 throwing game
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  Motor play > Motor development > Gross motor skills

   Seesaw - cow

Seesaw for inside use.
Dimensions: 60 x 30 x 40 cm (l x w x h).
Age: up to 4 years.

523.190 seesaw - cow

FOB

Puzzle play

educ a t i o n

   Horse harness 

Beautifully made, using real leather,  
this play harness is both sturdy and durable.

522.091 horse harness
522.095 horse harness with bell
522.096 horse harness with safety push-button
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Puzzle
Putting together a puzzle is all about trying to fit the right pieces into  

the right place. The main goal for children is to improve their coordination, 

fine motor skills, language, and cognitive capacities. Solving problems,  

making decisions, and practicing memory skills are activities that are  

stimulated by doing puzzles.

Puzzle play
Play and solve  

  Knob puzzles   Inlay puzzles   Jigsaw puzzles   Layer puzzles   Floor puzzles

   Puzzles with knobs

For the youngest children who have discovered the joy 
of making a puzzle, this series is certainly one not to 
miss. Thanks to the big knobs, the pieces of the puzzle 
are easy to hold. The use of colours is appealing for  
the young child. With 4 lift-out shapes in each scene.
Frame size: 24 x 24 cm.

523.206 puzzle with knobs - peacock 
523.207 puzzle with knobs - libelle 

   Insert board

These lay-in puzzles stimulate the visual  
perception. The children see the image of 
the hide and search for the corresponding 
piece of the puzzle. Thanks to the big knobs 
on the puzzle pieces, they are easy to hold. 
Frame size scale and elytra: 24 x 30 cm  
(l x b), with 6 lift-out shapes.
Frame size African fur: 24 x 24 cm (l x b),  
with 4 lift-out shapes.

523.208 insert board - scale and elytra
523.209 insert board - african fur

FOB

FOB

   Fruit/animal inlayboards 

With 10 lift-out shapes in each scene,  
these boards use large easy-grip lift-out  
knobs and are suitable for the 2-4 age group.  
10 mm birch plywood.
Frame size: 28 x 28 cm.

522.636 inlayboard - fruit
522.637 inlayboard - animals

   Inlayboards

These inlay puzzle boards are specifically  
designed for the very young or those  
with developing motor skills, as these  
puzzles have large lift-out knobs. 9 mm  
birch plywood.
Frame size: 34 x 34 cm.

522.924 inlayboard - vehicles
522.926 inlayboard - geometric shapes

522.927 inlayboard - house and garden

FOB

FOB

FOB

ASTM

ASTM
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  Puzzle play > Play and solve > Knob puzzles 

   Hidden surprise puzzles

A traditional and colourful educational tool designed specifically for the younger children. 
When an object is lifted up it reveals a surprise object which is linked to the first (e.g. lift up 
the kennel to reveal a dog). Each board contains 7 - 9 lift-out objects. 4 different designs,  
9 mm birch plywood. 
Frame size: 28 x 28 cm.

522.402 hidden surprise puzzle - bedroom
522.403 hidden surprise puzzle - living room
522.404 hidden surprise puzzle - all sorts
522.405 hidden surprise puzzle - animals homes

   Hidden surprise puzzles 2

A colourful educational tool designed specifically for the younger children.  
When an object is lifted up it reveals a surprise object which is linked to the first  
(e.g. lift up the kennel to reveal a dog). Each board contains 7 - 9 lift-out objects.  
4 different designs, 9 mm birch plywood. 
Frame size: 28 x 28 cm.

522.650 hidden surprise puzzle - farmhouse
522.651 hidden surprise puzzle - woods
522.653 hidden surprise puzzles - zoo

FOB

FOB

ASTM

ASTM
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   Inlayboards at home

A set of 4 beautifully detailed inlay boards showing 
children in different rooms of the house. Each board 
has a different number of lift-out shapes. The easy 
grip lift-out knobs are made of wood and are suitable 
for the 2-4 age group, 9 mm birch plywood.
Frame size: 34 x 34 cm.

522.915 inlayboard at home - kitchen
522.916 inlayboard at home - bathroom
522.917 inlayboard at home - children’s room
522.918 inlayboard at home - living room

FOB

   Gnome puzzle

A wonderful puzzle specifically designed for  
the younger children. The puzzle board contains 
9 small puzzles featuring gnomes. Each gnome  
exist out of 2 puzzle pieces. Try to find the right pair.  
9 mm birch plywood.
Frame size: 34 x 34 cm.

523.040 Gnome puzzle

FOB

   Pattern inlayboards 

8 different boards where a shape is repeated 5 times but  
in different sizes, requiring the child to differentiate between  
identical objects smaller (and larger) than each other.  
No lift-out knobs on these puzzles. 10 mm birch plywood.
Frame size: 38 x 10 cm.
 
522.860 pattern inlayboard - knight
522.861 pattern inlayboard - princess
522.862 pattern inlayboard - fairy
522.863 pattern inlayboard - horse
523.025 pattern inlayboard - sheep
523.026 pattern inlayboard - cow
523.027 pattern inlayboard - duck
523.028 pattern inlayboard - pig

FOB

Puzzle play
Play and solve  

  Knob puzzles   Inlay puzzles   Jigsaw puzzles   Layer puzzles   Floor puzzles
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   Block puzzle

This puzzle consists of 6 large oblong  
wooden blocks, and is very suitable for  
the small hands of very young children.  
By turning the blocks an animal is created. 
The puzzle contains the following animals:  
a duck, a sheep, a cow and a rabbit.  
All animals are depicted in one colour per 
animal. In order to be able to recognise  
the various parts of an animal and to put 
them in the right sequence, the child should 
first turn the blocks until they show the same 
colour.
Contents:
- 6 oblong wooden blocks 
 (3.5 x 3.5 x 20 cm)
- 1 wooden storage tray

306.400 block puzzle

   Season puzzle

This 32-piece puzzle consists of seasonal scenes. Each scene is composed  
of 8 pieces, each 4 x 6 cm. This puzzle is stored in a wooden box with lid  
(25 x 14.5 x 5 cm). Instructions are enclosed.

322.600 season puzzle

   Animal combination puzzle

12 animals are illustrated on 24 wooden tablets,  
which the child pairs to complete each animal.  
As all tablets fit together, the child can make funny  
combinations. This encourages language development 
as a child tells about its own imaginary animals.
Contents:
-  a box with lid (28.5 x 14 x 5 cm)
-  24 wooden tablets (8.5 x 5.2 cm)
-  instructions

323.200 animal combination puzzle

Puzzle play
Play and solve  

  Knob puzzles   Inlay puzzles   Jigsaw puzzles   Layer puzzles   Floor puzzles
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FOB

   Puzzle box child-animal

8 framed jigsaw puzzles featuring  
children with their pets. 4 puzzles are 
4-piece, 4 are 6-piece. Puzzle pieces  
6 mm birch plywood. Frame size: 
18 x 18 cm. Packed in a solid birch box 
and lid. Box dimensions: 42 x 22 x 6 cm.

522.346 puzzle box child-animal

   Animal puzzles

A series of 4 framed animal puzzles for the very young. 
Each puzzle contains 9 pieces and fits into a varnished 
beech wood frame.
Frame size: 24 x 24 cm.

523.089 flying animals
523.090 marine animals
523.091 polar animals
523.092 farmyard animals
523.093 animal puzzles - complete set of 4

   Puzzle box vehicles 

10 colourful framed jigsaws with  
a transport theme. 5 puzzles are 6-piece, 
5 are 8-piece. Puzzle pieces 6 mm birch 
plywood. Frame sizes 14 x 20 cm.  
Packed in a solid birch box with lid. 
Box dimensions: 32 x 23 x 7 cm.

522.350 puzzle box vehicles

FOB

FOB

ASTM

ASTM

   Vehicle Puzzle

This colorful Vehicle puzzle contains a spacecraft,  
helicopter, car, and submarine. They fit neatly into  
their spots and are perfect for pretend play.

106.304 growth puzzle - vehicle

   Marine Puzzle

This marine theme puzzle including shell, crab,  
turtle and whale, encourage kids to learn about  
marine life, develop hand-eye coordination,  
fine motor skills and perfect for pretend play.

106.305 growth puzzle - marine
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   Animal puzzles - mother and child   

A series of beautifully illustrated and framed  
puzzles for the 3-5 age group, featuring mother  
and child scenes from the animal kingdom.  
The puzzles vary from 6 to 12 pieces each,  
with some puzzles having rectangular pieces.  
Available separately, or as a boxed set of 8.
Puzzle pieces 2,5 mm plastic, varnished beech  
wood frame. Frame size: 24 x 24 cm. 
Box dimensions: 29 x 21 x 29 cm.

522.276 mother and child - giraffe (6 pieces)
522.277 mother and child - crocodile (6 pieces)
522.278 mother and child - panda (8 pieces)
522.279 mother and child - monkey (8 pieces)
522.280 mother and child - elephant (9 pieces)
522.281 mother and child - zebra (9 pieces)
522.282 mother and child - penguin (12 pieces)
522.283 mother and child - hippo (12 pieces)
522.633 mother and child - complete set of 8 
 (stacking box excluded)
522.017 puzzle case 24 (empty) 

   Puzzles girls & boys

2 sets of framed puzzles for the 3-4 age range. One set features boys, the other girls. 
Each set consists of 4 puzzles, with each puzzle being either 9 or 12 pieces as well  
as having either straight or wavy edges. Stacking box excluded.
Puzzle pieces 2,5 mm plastic, varnished beech frame.
Frame size: 20 x 20 cm.  

522.056 puzzle - girls, set of 4
522.057 puzzle - boys, set of 4
522.058 puzzle case 20 (empty)

FOB ASTM
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   Baby puzzles

4 lovely framed jigsaws capturing life with a new baby in the house. 
The puzzles are made of birch plywood with a varnished beech wood frame.
Frame size: 24 x 24 cm.   

522.676 baby puzzle - sleeping (12 pieces)
522.677 baby puzzle - bathing (12 pieces)
522.678 baby puzzle - eating (9 pieces)
522.679 baby puzzle - playing (9 pieces)

FOB

   My health puzzles

A set of 4 beautifully detailed puzzles showing children in situations relating to their health. 
Each puzzle has 16 pieces and fits into a beech frame. Ages 3-4. Puzzles available  
individually or as a set. Puzzle pieces 4 mm birch plywood. Varnished beech wood frame.
Frame size: 34 x 34 cm.

522.551 my health puzzle - the dentist
522.552 my health puzzle  - the doctor
522.553 my health puzzle  - the vet
522.554 my health puzzle  - the hospital
522.557 my health puzzle  - complete set of 4

FOB ASTM
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   Personal hygiene puzzles

A fun series of 4 framed scenes concentrating on personal hygiene,  
which can be used as a teaching aid as well as a simple jigsaw.  
Puzzle pieces 4 mm birch plywood. Varnished beech wood frame. 
Frame size: 34 x 34 cm.   

522.590 personal hygiene puzzle - washing your hands (16 pieces)
522.591 personal hygiene puzzle - bath time (16 pieces)
522.592 personal hygiene puzzle - getting dressed (25 pieces)
522.593 personal hygiene puzzle - brushing your teeth (25 pieces)
522.594 personal hygiene puzzle - complete set of 4

   Children’s activities puzzles

A series of 4 wonderfully detailed puzzles depicting happy events that  
children experience. Each puzzle has a varnished beech wood frame  
and contains 24 pieces. Puzzle pieces 4 mm birch plywood. 
Frame size: 40 x 28 cm.

522.570 children’s activities puzzle  - birthday party
522.571 children’s activities puzzle  - farm visit
522.572 children’s activities puzzle  - picnic
522.573 children’s activities puzzle  - playground
522.627 children’s activities puzzle  - complete set of 4

FOB

FOB

ASTM

ASTM
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   Fairytale puzzles 1

4 inviting puzzles with attractive pictures about fairytales. The simplicity of the picture and  
quantity of puzzle pieces make these fairytale puzzles perfect for the youngest puzzle-solvers. 
Fairytale puzzles Hansel and Gretel and Sleeping Beauty consist out of 16 pieces, Tom Thumb 
and Little Red Riding Hood consist out of 25 pieces. Puzzle pieces 4 mm birch plywood.  
Varnished beech wood frame. Frame size: 34 x 34 cm.

522.867 fairytale 1 - hansel and gretel
522.868 fairytale 1 - sleeping beauty
522.869 fairytale 1 - tom thumb
522.870 fairytale 1 - little red riding hood
522.876 fairytale 1 - complete set of 4

   Fairytale puzzles 2

4 framed jigsaws showing famous scenes from classic fairytales which, 
as well as being fun to make, also provide an excellent visual aid  
when telling the stories. Each puzzle contains 35 pieces and comes in  
a varnished beech wood frame. Available individually or as a full set of 4. 
Puzzle pieces 4 mm birch wood. 
Frame size: 40 x 28 cm.    

522.560 fairytale puzzle 2 - aladdin
522.561 fairytale puzzle 2 - cinderella
522.562 fairytale puzzle 2 - snow white
522.563 fairytale puzzle 2 - hansel and gretel
522.634 fairytale puzzle 2- complete set of 4 

FOB

FOB

ASTM

ASTM
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   Transport puzzles

A series of 4 large framed puzzles that increase in difficulty as the pieces get 
smaller. The scenes show familiar situations and can also be used for safety 
talks. Puzzle pieces 4 mm birch plywood. Varnished beech wood frame. 
Frame size: 34 x 34 cm.

522.067 transport puzzle - airport (16 pieces)
522.068 transport puzzle - station (25 pieces)
522.069 transport puzzle - ferry (36 pieces)
522.070 transport puzzle - traffic (49 pieces)
522.071 transport puzzle - complete set of 4

FOB ASTM

   Astronautics puzzles

This series of puzzles contains appealing images centred around the theme  
of “space travel”. The diversity within this series makes it a suitable starting point  
for having a group discussion on the subject. Each puzzle has 30 pieces.
Frame size: 40 x 40 cm.

523.229 astronautics puzzle - rocket
523.230 astronautics puzzle - astronaut
523.231 astronautics puzzle - earth
523.232 astronautics puzzle - stars and planets
523.228 astronautics puzzles - complete set of 4
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   Street action puzzles

A series of 4 large framed puzzles that increase in difficulty as the pieces 
get smaller. The scenes show exciting outdoor situations with great detail. 
Puzzles available individually or as a set.  
Puzzle pieces 4 mm birch plywood. Varnished beech wood frame.
Frame size: 34 x 34 cm.    

522.072 street action puzzle - accident (16 pieces)
522.073 street action puzzle - fire (25 pieces)
522.074 street action puzzle - roadbuilding (36 pieces)
522.075 street action puzzle - rubbish collection (49 pieces)
522.076 street action puzzle - complete set of 4

   Dinopuzzles

This series of puzzles is one every dinosaur lover  
should have. The 2 puzzles consist of dinosaurs  
living either on the land or in the water. 
Frame size on land: 40 x 30 cm, 24 pieces.
Frame size in the water: 40 x 40 cm, 30 pieces.

523.223 dinopuzzle - on the land 
523.224 dinopuzzle - in the water

FOB ASTM
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   Seasons puzzles for toddlers

Every season is featured; the puzzles show 4 similar scenes of the garden around  
the house during the 4 seasons. The simplicity of the picture and quantity of puzzle  
pieces make these seasonal puzzles perfect for the youngest puzzle-solvers. Puzzle  
pieces 4 mm birch plywood. Varnished beech wood frame. Frame size: 34 x 34 cm.

522.855 seasons puzzle - spring (9 pieces)
522.856 seasons puzzle - summer (16 pieces)
522.857 seasons puzzle - autumn (9 pieces)
522.858 seasons puzzle - winter (16 pieces)
522.859 seasons puzzles - complete set of 4 

   The four seasons puzzles

In this set of 4 beautiful framed puzzles, exactly the same scene of a house and garden is used  
to show the effects of the changing seasons. These can also be used as storyboards. The degree 
of difficulty increases as the number of pieces increases. Available individually or as a set.  
Puzzle pieces 4 mm birch plywood. Varnished beech wood frame. Frame size: 40 x 40 cm.

522.623 the four seasons puzzle - spring (25 pieces)
522.624 the four seasons puzzle - summer (36 pieces)
522.625 the four seasons puzzle - autumn (49 pieces)
522.626 the four seasons puzzle - winter (64 pieces)
522.116 the four seasons puzzle - complete set of 4

FOB

FOB

ASTM

ASTM
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   Party puzzles

A series of 3 framed puzzles (64 pieces)  
depicting scenes that children all over  
the world look forward to. Puzzle pieces  
4 mm birch plywood. Varnished beech  
wood frame. Frame size: 40 x 40 cm.

522.507 party puzzle - santa 
522.508 party puzzle - christmas
522.510 party puzzle - birthday

   Party puzzles

Making a puzzle will turn into a true feast! These colourful 
and joyful images are sure to appeal to children.  
Each puzzle has 24 pieces. Frame size: 40 x 30 cm.

523.211 partypuzzle - eid
523.212 partypuzzle - carnival

FOB
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   Holiday puzzles

A series of 4 framed puzzles with appealing holiday activities. 
Beautifully drawn pictures of a cruise, winter sports, camping and safari.
The puzzles each contain 49 pieces and are available individually or in a complete set of 4. 
Puzzle pieces of 4 mm birch plywood. Varnished beech wooden frame. Frame size 40 x 40 cm.

523267 holiday puzzle - cruise
523268 holiday puzzle - winter sports
523269 holiday puzzle - camping
523270 holiday puzzle - safari
523271  holiday puzzles - set of 4

   Puzzles European cities

This series of puzzles contains appealing images of well-known buildings of European cities. 
The puzzles each contain 49 pieces and are available individually or in a complete set of 4. 
Puzzle pieces of 4 mm birch plywood. Varnished beech wooden frame. Frame size 40 x 40 cm.

523257 puzzle European cities - Paris
523258 puzzle European cities - Moscow
523259 puzzle European cities - London
523260 puzzle European cities - Pisa
523261 puzzles European cities - set of 4
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   Sports puzzles

A wonderful series of jigsaw puzzles with appealing sports activities.  
Beautifully drawn illustrations of the swimming pool, horse riding, football and 
ballet. The puzzles each contain 64 pieces and are available individually or 
as a complete set of 4. Puzzle pieces 4 mm birch plywood. Varnished beech 
wood frame. Frame size: 40 x 40 cm.

522.877 sports puzzle - swimming pool
522.878 sports puzzle - horse riding
522.879 sports puzzle - football
522.880 sports puzzle - ballet
522.881 sports puzzle - complete set of 4

FOB

   Sports puzzles

A series of 4 framed puzzles with appealing sports activities. Beautifully drawn 
pictures of ice hockey, cycle racing, basketball and fitness training.
The puzzles each contain 64 pieces and are available individually or in a complete 
set of 4. Puzzle pieces of 4 mm birch plywood. Varnished beech wooden frame. 
Frame size 40 x 40 cm.

523247 sports puzzle - ice hockey
523248 sports puzzle - cycle racing
523249 sports puzzle - basketball
523250 sports puzzle - fitness training
523251 sports puzzles - set of 4
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   Recreation puzzles

A series of 4 large framed puzzles which will appeal greatly to a child’s imagination. 
The pictures are full of detail and great for use as the basis for stories. Perfect for  
the 5-7 years age range, these puzzles contain 64 pieces. Available individually or 
as a set of 4. Puzzle pieces 4 mm birch plywood. Varnished beech wood frame. 
Frame size: 40 x 40 cm.

522.615 recreation puzzle - children’s farm
522.616 recreation puzzle - zoo
522.617 recreation puzzle - amusementpark
522.618 recreation puzzle - swimming pool
522.099 recreation puzzle - complete set of 4

FOB ASTM

   Wonder of the world puzzles

This series of puzzles contains appealing images of 4 Wonders of the world.
The puzzles each contain 81 pieces and are available individually or in  
a complete set of 4. Puzzle pieces of 4 mm birch plywood. Varnished beech 
wooden frame. Frame size 40 x 40 cm.

523.262 wonders of the world puzzle - Colosseum
523.263 wonders of the world puzzle - Taj Mahal
523.264 wonders of the world puzzle - Chinese wall
523.265 wonders of the world puzzle - Pyramid of Cheops
523.266 wonders of the worlds puzzles - set of 4
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   Series 81 puzzles

Full of detail and talking points, these 4 puzzles depict everyday scenes.  
The puzzles each contain 81 pieces and are available individually or as  
a set of 4. Puzzle pieces 4 mm birch plywood. Varnished beech wood frame. 
Frame size: 40 x 40 cm.

522.162 series 81 puzzle- supermarket
522.163 series 81 puzzle- ice cream parlour
522.164 series 81 puzzle- toy shop
522.165 series 81 puzzle- bakery
522.161 series 81 puzzle- complete set of 4

   Series 100 puzzles

4 advanced jigsaws that appeal to a child’s imagination. Each varnished 
beech wood frame houses a 100-piece birch plywood puzzle.  
Available individually or as a set of 4. Frame size: 40 x 40 cm.

522.812 series 100 puzzle - knights
522.813 series 100 puzzle - cowboys and indians
522.811 series 100 puzzle - pirate ship
522.814 series 100 puzzle - castle
522.810 series 100 puzzle - complete set of 4

FOB

FOB ASTM
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   Above and beneath puzzles (120 pieces)

A unique series of puzzles. All puzzles have no less than  
120 pieces. A picture is shown on each picture of what  
is going on above the ground (or water) and everything  
going beneath the ground (or water). These lovely  
pictures provide a lot to talk about, but also, a lot of  
puzzling fun! The puzzles are printed on 4 mm birch  
plywood and packed in a varnished beech wood frame.  
Frame size: 40 x 50 cm.

522.851 above and beneath puzzle - the ocean
522.852 above and beneath puzzle - the lake
522.853 above and beneath puzzle - the woods
522.854 above and beneath puzzle - the city
522.850 above and beneath puzzle - 
 complete set of 4

   Surprise puzzle - farm

The surprise puzzle (25 pieces) is very suitable for children  
that need an extra challenge. The puzzle box depicts an image  
of a startled farmer looking out of the window of his stables.  
But what is it exactly, that the farmer is surprised of? While making 
the puzzle, the child discovers what is going on outside the farm. 
The puzzle should be put back into the box in loose pieces,  
so that it will remain a surprise for every child.
Frame size: 34 x 34 cm. Box dimensions: 15 x 40 x 7 cm.

523.234 surprise puzzle - farm

FOB

FOB

ASTM

ASTM
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   Create your own puzzle

Upload your own picture and make your personal puzzle. A special present  
that guarantees hours of fun. Size: 34,5 x 34,5 cm (36 pieces).

For further information and a customized quotation, please contact: info@educo.nl

Create a personal photo puzzle  
and relive all your beautiful memories 
and experiences while playing.
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   Duo puzzle

A jigsaw puzzle with a unique design.  
The different sized pieces (all are identical  
in shape) make these puzzles clearly  
somewhat more difficult. The children  
start off by placing the only square piece  
in the centre and then continue with  
the jigsaw. These puzzles consists of  
15 pieces (including the central square). 
Frame size: 36 x 36 cm.

522.966 duo puzzle abstract

   Triama 

Challenging and highly unusual jigsaws where all the pieces are 
triangular. Full of lovely images, each Triama contains 24 pieces and 
an inlay board, all made from birch plywood. Frame size: 34 x 34 cm.

522.825 triama - butterflies
522.826 triama - flowers

   Flag puzzle Europe and the Americas

Children find flags extremely interesting. The colours and shapes of the flags are so varied and  
captivating, they present many opportunities for practising observation. The flags are separated  
in 2 parts. By examining the colours and shapes, the child can fit the flags together. By turning  
the flags over, they can check to see if they got it right. As a result of the codes on the reverse side,  
the shape of the country is visible. A control card has been included for checking purposes.  
It shows all the flags with the names of all the countries. 
Contents:
The Flag puzzle contains:
- a wooden storage tray (26 x 26 x 2.5 cm)
- 18 European flags or flags of countries of the Americas,  each separated in 2 parts.  

The correct answers are shown on the reverse side of each flag
- control card

383.200 flag puzzle of europe
200.000 flag puzzle of the americas

FOB

FOB

ASTM

ASTM
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FOB ASTM

   Arbio

Arbio takes advantage of contact with - and children’s natural interest in - 
nature, particularly trees. Arbio offers many opportunities in a playful manner 
to learn many facets of trees in general and to explore 12 trees in particular.
Contents:
-  a box with lid (30.5 x 29.5 x 4 cm)
-  3 series of wooden boards, with each illustration divided over two boards:
  • 24 boards with 12 trees in summer
  • 24 boards with 12 types of leaves
  • 24 boards with 12 different tree fruits
-  one master card, printed on both sides
-  instructions

326.400  papilo

323.400  arbio

   Papilo

Papilo teaches children shape and colour  
comparisons during play. In addition, the  
children can learn and talk about the life  
cycle of butterflies. Moreover, children learn 
the different kinds of plants for the various  
life stages of this insect.
Contents:
-  a box with lid (25.5 x 18.5 x 4.5 cm)
-  36 pieces with partial illustrations of  

6 different butterflies
-  36 pieces with partial illustrations of  

6 different plants
-  instructions

   Seasons puzzle in 4 layers

A 4 layered puzzle that shows the 4 seasons: 
spring, summer, autumn, winter.
All layers contain 7 puzzle pieces. 
Frame size 34 x 22 cm.

523.227 seasons puzzle in 4 layers

Puzzle play
Play and solve  

  Knob puzzles   Inlay puzzles   Jigsaw puzzles   Layer puzzles   Floor puzzles
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   Getting dressed puzzles

3-layered puzzles detailing the clothes we wear. Each layer has  
the same piece shapes so that the different layers can be interchanged. 
Puzzle pieces are beech plywood. Inlay board is 10 mm thick. 
Frame size: 34 x 22 cm.   

522.019 getting dressed puzzle - boy
522.020 getting dressed puzzle - girl

FOB ASTM

Puzzle play

  Puzzle play > Play and solve > Layer puzzles 

   2 layered puzzles

A 2 layered puzzle that shows  
the inside and the outside of  
a truck, fire engine, police car  
and ambulance.
The bottom layer contains  
25 pieces, the top layer 64 pieces. 
Frame size 40 x 40 cm.

523252  puzzle in 2 layers - truck
523253  puzzle in 2 layers - fire engine
523254  puzzle in 2 layers - police car
523255  puzzle in 2 layers - ambulance
523256  puzzles in 2 layers - set of 4
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  Puzzle play > Play and solve > Layer puzzles

   Layer puzzle daily rhythm

A 4 layered puzzle which shows the daily rhythms of a child.
The first layer contains 4 puzzle pieces, the second layer  
8 pieces, the third layer 12 pieces and the last contains  
16 puzzle pieces. Made using varnished birch plywood.
Frame size: 30 x 30 cm.

523.060 layer puzzle daily rhythm

FOB

   Growth puzzles

A series of fantastically imaginative layered puzzles, which show how 
things grow with the passage of time. Each phase of growth is larger and 
requires more pieces to complete the picture. Made using varnished birch 
plywood, each puzzle contains 31 pieces. Frame size: 24 x 24 x 2 cm.

522.009 growth puzzle - tulip                      
522.011 growth puzzle - grandmother
522.016 growth puzzle - bird
522.018 growth puzzle - sunflower

FOB ASTM
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   Growth puzzles

A series of fantastically imaginative layered puzzles, which show how things  
grow with the passage of time. Each phase of growth is larger and requires more  
pieces to complete the picture. Made using varnished birch plywood, each puzzle  
contains 31 pieces. Frame size: 24 x 24 x 2 cm.

522.012 growth puzzle - chicken
522.013 growth puzzle - frog
522.014 growth puzzle - butterfly
522.015 growth puzzle - grandfather
522.221 growth puzzle - turtle

FOB ASTM

   Frog life Puzzle

Get to know about your amphibian friend, the frog.  
This puzzle helps children learn about a frog’s life cycle.  
Place the puzzle together to help develop hand-eye  
coordination and fine motor skills.

160.303 growth puzzle - frog life

   Chicken puzzle

Enjoy with this chicken theme puzzle!  
This puzzle helps kids learn about a chicken’s  
life cycle as well as encourages hand-eye  
coordination and fine motor skills.

106.302 chicken puzzle
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   Floor puzzles

Two large and splendid floor jigsaws featuring 
scenes familiar to the younger child. Using 8 mm 
thick pieces, the puzzles come in a lidded wooden 
box, with a picture of the completed puzzle on  
the lid, as a guide for the child.  
Puzzle pieces 8 mm birch plywood. 
Frame size: 60 x 60 cm. 
Box dimensions: 
40 x 34 x 8 cm.    

522.077 floor puzzle - the farm 
 (49 pieces)
522.078 floor puzzle - the house 
 (36 pieces)

FOB ASTM

   Zoo puzzles

A set of 4 puzzles that can be put together to form one large 
puzzle (72 x 72 cm), but can also be used as 4 individual  
puzzles. The complete puzzle contains 50 pieces (2 puzzles  
9 pieces and 2 puzzles 16 pieces). Puzzle pieces 4 mm birch 
plywood. Varnished beech wood frame. Frame size: 36 x 36 cm.

522.965 zoo puzzles - complete set of 4

FOB ASTM

Puzzle play
Play and solve  

  Knob puzzles   Inlay puzzles   Jigsaw puzzles   Layer puzzles   Floor puzzles
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   Giant floor puzzles

The realistic drawings offer many possibilities  
for discussion and thus, help to develop the 
child’s vocabulary. Many different geometric 
shapes appear when the child works with the 
triangular puzzle segments. When put together, 
they form one large hexagon (diameter 52 cm).
Contents:
-  24 triangles (0,6 mm)
-  a triangular box with lid (30 x 30 x 30 x 5 cm)
-  instructions

Illustrations: E. van Mansvelt

385.600 trizzle
384.800 atlantis
384.900 dinos

FOB ASTM

   Puzzle case 20

Suitable for all types of 20 x 20 cm puzzles. 
Will hold up to 8 puzzles.
Dimensions 24 x 18 x 24 cm. 

522.058 puzzle case 20 (empty)

   Puzzle case 34

Suitable for all types of 34 x 34 cm puzzles.  
Will hold up to 8 puzzles.
Dimensions 38 x 24 x 26 cm.

522.054 puzzle case 34 (empty)

FOB

FOB

FOB

   Puzzle case 24

Suitable for all types of 24 x 24 cm 
puzzles; particularly suitable for  
the deeper Growth puzzles.  
Will hold up to 8 puzzles.
Dimensions 29 x 21 x 29 cm.

522.017 puzzle case 24 (empty)
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  Puzzle play 

FOB

   Puzzle case 40

Suitable for all types of 40 x 40 cm puzzles. 
Will hold up to 8 puzzles.
Dimensions: 44 x 24 x 31,5 cm.

522.111 puzzle case 40 (empty)

   Universal puzzle case

The perfect solution for neatly storing  
lots of differently sized puzzles, up to  
40 x 40 cm. This case has 13 shelves  
of varying depths and a sloping front  
for easy access. The puzzle case is  
delivered flat packed and comes with  
detailed assembly instructions.
Dimensions 44 x 25 x 68 cm.

522.427 universal puzzle case (empty)

FOB

Index
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Beehives  ........................................................  120
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Blocolo  ............................................................  80
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Borboleta  .......................................................  109

Bus 20  .............................................................  33
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Children’s activities puzzles  ............................  155

Citadel  .............................................................  80
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Clock exercise  .................................................  50

Clock with movable hands  ................................  49

Colodie  ............................................................  54

Colour and counting lotto  ..................................  26

Colour dominoes  ..............................................  54

Colour lacing game  ..........................................  71

Colour nuance  ..................................................  68

Coloursticks  .....................................................  20

Combi  ..............................................................  91

Combino  ........................................................  109

Combino animals ............................................  110

Comparant  .......................................................  28

Componere  ......................................................  59

Concentra  ......................................................  106

Contini  .............................................................  25

Counting bus  ...................................................  32

Counting circle  .................................................  17

Counting diagram  .............................................  16

Counting eggs  .................................................  21

Counting hands  ................................................  21

Counting learning board  .................................  127

Counting memo  ................................................  14

Counting panorama  ..........................................  18

Counting street  .................................................  18

Create your own puzzle  ............................ 176-177

Criteria  ...........................................................  106
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Diagram Volume  ...............................................  40

Diario  ...............................................................  45

Dice working independently  ..............................  52

Different view  ...................................................  81

Dinopuzzles  ...................................................  161

Direction game  .................................................  78

Divide  ..............................................................  35

Dividing wall  .....................................................  95

Dotsy  ...............................................................  26

Draw what’s missing  .......................................  130

Dresscode  .......................................................  72

Dubbeldam  ......................................................  96

Dubio  ...............................................................  36

Duo lotti  .........................................................  107

Duo puzzle  .....................................................  178

E
Ed dressing doll  .............................................  119

Eelde set  ..........................................................  76

Embroidery set  ...............................................  119

Emotionsgame - children of the world  ................  98

Euro set magnetic  ............................................  44

F
Fairytale memory  ............................................  107

Fairytale puzzles  .....................................  156, 157

Farfalla  .............................................................  29

Feelings and emotions  ......................................  98

Figurogram  ......................................................  76

Find and count  .................................................  13

Find and count on colour  ..................................  12

Find and count until 20  .....................................  13

Find the right pose  ...........................................  78

Find the row  .....................................................  74

Five in a row - mathematics  ...............................  30

Flag puzzle Europe and the Americas  .............  179

Flip Flop  ...........................................................  37

Floor dominoes traffic  .......................................  97

Floor puzzles  ............................................ 188-190

Foam handballs  ..............................................  137

Forest view  .......................................................  81

Forms row  ........................................................  57

Frog life Puzzle  ...............................................  187

Fruit/animal inlayboards  ..................................  141

Frutty  .............................................................  112

Fun buttons  ......................................................  61

G
Geometric utilising board  ..................................  63

Getting dressed puzzles  .................................  183

Giant floor puzzles  ..........................................  190

Giant Mikado  ..................................................  135

Gnome puzzle  ................................................  145

Gogo roller  .....................................................  134

Golf game  ......................................................  135

Grimas  .............................................................  93

Grippy  ...........................................................  122

Growth puzzles  ........................................ 185-186
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Hand-eye coordination  ...................................  131

Happy hammer farm set  .................................  121

Happy hammer geo set  ..................................  121

Heavier and lighter  ...........................................  43

Heutink instruction clock  ...................................  49

Hidden surprise puzzles  .................................  142

Hidden surprise puzzles 2  ..............................  143

Holiday puzzles  ..............................................  166

Hopscotch mat  ...............................................  136

Horse harness  ................................................  138

Hourglasses  .....................................................  46

House project  ...................................................  90

I
Inlay board fingers and toes ..............................  15

Inlayboards  .............................................. 140-144

Insert mosaic  .................................................  123

K
Koloranto  .........................................................  57

Kralo  ..............................................................  125

Kwinto motor skills  ..........................................  132

L
Lace together  ...................................................  94

Layer puzzle daily rhythm  ...............................  184

Learning board all-in-one  ................................  124

Legumo  .........................................................  112

Listen to this  ...................................................  100

Listen well  ......................................................  104

Little logic  ........................................................  75

Logic  ...............................................................  46

Logic beads  .....................................................  69

Logicards  .........................................................  64

M
Magnet Experiment Game  ..............................  132

Magnetic fraction sets  ......................................  35

Magnetic maze/pre-writing motor skills boards   128

Marble mat  .....................................................  136
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Marine Puzzle .................................................  149

Matching dominoes  ........................................  113

Math bus  ..........................................................  33

Matrix mix  ........................................................  65

Maxi insert mosaic  ..........................................  124

Maxi stringing beads  ........................................  69

Memos  ...........................................................  111

Metal weights  ...................................................  42

Mini-Midi-Maxi  ..................................................  83

Mirror magic  .....................................................  85

Mosaic set Fröbel magnetic  ..............................  62

Motor skills boards  ..................................  126, 127

Motor skills cards  ...........................................  130

Mourning: I am sad  ..........................................  99

Mozaiko  ...........................................................  77

My health puzzles  ...........................................  153

N
Number box  .....................................................  22

Number clips  ...................................................  22

Number game  ..................................................  27

Number guess  .................................................  23

Number leap  ....................................................  23

Number line with number clips  ..........................  23

Number puzzle 1-10  .........................................  15

Numerix  ...........................................................  14

Nuts and bolts  ..................................................  61

O
Occupation project  ...........................................  90

Oppositions ......................................................  91

P
Panorama  ........................................................  71

Panoramix geometric shapes  ............................  84

Panoramix house tree animal  ............................  84

Papilo  ............................................................  180

Party puzzles  ........................................... 164-165

Pathfinder  ........................................................  39

Pattern inlayboards .........................................  145

Perlino  .............................................................  70

Personal hygiene puzzles  ...............................  154

Peutra  ..............................................................  56

Picto  ................................................................  97

Plan  .................................................................  48

Plan Plus  ..........................................................  48

Plastic weights  .................................................  41

Plus  .................................................................  60

Puzzle box child-animal  ..................................  148

Puzzle box vehicles  ........................................  149

Puzzle cases  ...........................................  191, 192

Puzzles  .................................................... 145-191

Puzzles with knobs  ................................... 140-144

Q
Quantity splitting box  ........................................  31

Quanty  .............................................................  19

R
Recreation puzzles  .........................................  170

Resemblance colour sorting task  ................. 68, 70

Resulta  ............................................................  50

Rings and sticks  ...............................................  59

Rubando  ........................................................  118

S
Scales ..............................................................  41

Scenario  ..........................................................  88

Screw the shapes  ...........................................  131

Screw together  .................................................  94

Screwy  ...........................................................  122

Search and find  ..............................................  108

Search the shape  ...........................................  105

Season puzzles  ................................  147, 162-163

Seasons puzzle in 4 layers  ..............................  181

Seesaw - cow  .................................................  138

Sensidiscs  .....................................................  115

Senso  ............................................................  114

Seriant I & II  .....................................................  67

Series 100 puzzles  .........................................  173

Series 81 puzzles  ...........................................  172

Serio  ................................................................  66

Serpa  ...............................................................  15

Shadow game  ..................................................  77

Shape sorting puzzle  ........................................  53

Shapes board  ..................................................  64

Shapes game  ...................................................  53

Skribi  .............................................................  129

Solaris  ..............................................................  49

Sorting game Animals  .......................................  72

Sorting lottos  ............................................... 52, 73

Sorting shapes and colours  ..............................  56

Sound lotto  .....................................................  102
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Spatial relations  ................................................  79

Spinning top  ...................................................  133

Splitting tower  ..................................................  31

Sports puzzles  ......................................... 168-169

Stackable counters  ...........................................  24

Stamp set smileys  ............................................  50

Stilts wooden  ..................................................  134

Story sheets  .....................................................  89

Story theatre  .....................................................  89

Street action puzzles  ......................................  160
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Symetrix  ...........................................................  83
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Throwing game  ..............................................  137

Toddlers learning board  ..................................  126
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Transport puzzles  ...........................................  158

Triama  ............................................................  178
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Universal puzzle case  .....................................  192
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Vehicle Puzzle  ................................................  149
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Walking stilts  ..................................................  134

Weight tubes  ....................................................  42
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General conditions of sale
Nienhuis Montessori International B.V. 
Toys for Life B.V.

hereinafter referred to as: Nienhuis

with its registered office and principal place 
of business at:
Industriepark 14, 7021 BL Zelhem, 
the Netherlands

Article 1 – General
1.1 In these conditions, the term supplier  

is understood to mean: Nienhuis  
Montessori International B.V. and/or  
Toys for Life B.V., hereinafter referred  
to as “Nienhuis”. In these conditions,  
the other party is understood to mean: 
each (legal) person who has entered 
into an agreement with Nienhuis, or 
who wishes to do so, as well as his 
representative(s), authorised agent(s) 
and successors in title and heirs.

1.2 These conditions are applicable to  
every offer, instruction and delivery of 
goods and/or services, every act and 
every sales agreement or any other 
agreement, regardless of the nature 
thereof, by or with Nienhuis.

1.3 Any provisions varying from these  
general conditions are valid subject  
to the explicit, written agreement of  
Nienhuis. Varying provisions are only  
applicable to the offer, instruction,  
delivery, agreement or act they relate to.

1.4 These conditions at all times take priority 
over any general conditions applicable 
at the other party, unless Nienhuis  
has explicitly accepted those general 
conditions in writing.

1.5 If Nienhuis and a third party are jointly  
involved in the execution of certain 
offers, instructions, deliveries of goods 
and/or services, acts or sales agreement 
for a shared other party, only the  
conditions of Nienhuis apply, unless 
explicitly agreed otherwise by the  
parties in writing.

1.6 If, at any one time, one or more  
provisions in these general conditions 
are partly or fully null and void or partly 
or fully voided, the other provisions of 
these general conditions remain fully  
applicable. In that case, the void or 
voided provisions shall be replaced  
by parties in mutual consultation, duly 
observing the objective and purport  
of the original provisions as closely  
as possible.

1.7 Nienhuis not requiring strict compliance 
with these conditions at all times  
does not automatically mean that the 
provisions detailed therein do not apply, 
or that Nienhuis would lose the right 
to require strict compliance with these 
conditions in other cases.

Article 2 – Offers
2.1 All verbal and written offers of Nienhuis, 

in whatever form, are free of obligation, 
unless explicitly agreed and stated 
otherwise.

2.2 Verbal promises by and arrangements 
with our staff do not bind Nienhuis, 
unless they  
have been confirmed by us in writing.

2.3 The information given in our offers, 
pricelists and other documentation, 
such as images, drawings, calculations, 
dimensions and weights do not bind 
Nienhuis.

2.4 Offers in the form of budgets, quotations, 
pricelists or other documentation may 
not be reproduced, unless explicitly for 
internal use, or disclosed to third parties.

2.5 Offers, in whatever form, do not oblige 
Nienhuis to accept an order. If an order 
is not accepted, the other party shall  
be notified thereof within the shortest 
possible term, yet within 30 days.

2.6 In the event of price increases by 
supplier(s), as well as changes in  
government taxes and levies, we are 
entitled to raise our prices accordingly.

Article 3 – Orders
3.1 Orders by private individuals and 

received via the Internet are payable  
in advance. Cancellation of an Internet 
order is free of charge within 48 hours 
of that order having been submitted 
electronically. If an order is not cancelled 
within the aforesaid period and no  
payment is received, Nienhuis shall  
be entitled to charge a handling fee.

3.2 When placing an order which value  
is below an order value as stated in 
the catalogue, a handling fee shall be 
charged.

Article 4 – Delivery and transport
4.1 Delivery is made directly at the address 

of the other party as indicated in the 
agreement, unless otherwise agreed.

4.2 If upon delivery of a consignment the 
other party identifies damage, the other 
party must refuse the consignment  
or report the damage to the carrier  
that dispatched the consignment,  
within 24 hours. If the quantity is not  
in accordance with the order, only the 
number received must be signed for.

4.3 Nienhuis is at all times entitled to make 
partial deliveries, which may be invoiced 
separately.

4.4 The indicated delivery periods are 
always by approximation and subject  
to change, unless explicitly agreed 
otherwise in writing. However, Nienhuis 
shall do everything reasonably possible 
to ensure delivery is made in  
accordance with the stated delivery 
period.

4.5 The delivery period starts from the 
moment that Nienhuis accepts the 
instruction and the full details of the other 
party have been received by Nienhuis.

4.6 As soon as Nienhuis knows about facts 
and/or circumstances which make 
delivery in accordance with the stated 
delivery period impossible, the other 
party shall be notified thereof within the 
shortest possible term and be given a 
new delivery period.

Article 5 – Risk
5.1 Transport of the ordered goods shall 

be at the risk of Nienhuis and at the 
expense of the buyer, by a carrier 
appointed by Nienhuis, unless agreed 
otherwise. The risk of the goods transfers 
to the other party as soon as the other 
party takes possession of the goods at 
the delivery address.

5.2 If the other party fails to take possession 
of the goods after the delivery period 
has lapsed, they shall be stored at the 
expense and risk of the other party.

Article 6 – Warranty
6.1 Nienhuis warrants the products it  

supplies for a period of six months  

after delivery. The warranty issued  
by Nienhuis does not apply to faults 
caused by external impacts, handling 
without due care and attention, general 
use or maintenance, repairs carried out 
by third parties without the knowledge 
or approval of Nienhuis or any other 
circumstances beyond the control of 
Nienhuis.

6.2 Parts supplied by third parties to Nien-
huis shall be warranted by  
Nienhuis for the period that coincides 
with the warranty period of the supplier.

6.3 Claims under the warranty do not  
suspend the other party’s obligation 
to pay.

6.4 The warranty lapses if the other party 
and/or third parties engaged by it use 
the goods incompetently or if the other 
party and/or third parties engaged by it 
carry out work on or modify the goods.

6.5 If the warranty claim by the other party  
is justified, Nienhuis shall endeavour  
to repair the goods first. Any parts 
replaced by Nienhuis under its warranty 
obligations become the property of  
Nienhuis. Nienhuis hereby explicitly 
excludes any liability for consequential 
damage and losses.

6.6 If the other party fails to perform the 
agreement, in part or in full, or fails to  
do so in time, Nienhuis shall not be 
obliged to observe the warranty scheme 
for the period of that breach.

Article 7 – Complaints
7.1 Complaints in respect of the incorrect 

execution of orders must be submitted  
to Nienhuis in writing immediately, yet 
within 8 days of the goods having been 
received or offered. After that period, 
the goods can no longer be exchanged, 
refunded or taken back. Only if and 
insofar as the complaint is upheld does 
this suspend the other party’s obligation 
to pay, until the moment the complaint 
has been resolved.

7.2 Complaints in respect of invoices must 
be submitted in writing, within 8 days  
of receipt of the invoice. After this term 
has expired, the other party is deemed 
to have accepted the invoice. Any  
complaints received after that period  
will be disregarded.

Article 8 – Return consignment
8.1 Return consignments, without the prior,  

explicit consent of Nienhuis are not  
accepted by Nienhuis.

8.2 Accepted return consignments are  
at the expense and risk of Nienhuis,  
provided the fault is attributable to 
Nienhuis.

8.3 Accepted return consignments on  
the request of the other party, yet which 
cannot be attributed to faults made by 
Nienhuis, are at the expense and risk of 
the other party. A written specification, 
as well as a copy of the invoice must be 
sent in advance or along with the return 
consignment. After having received 
the goods, which must be in perfect 
condition, the goods are either refunded 
at the price paid originally or exchanged 
for new goods.

8.4 In the event of return consignments 
which are not due to faults made by 
Nienhuis, Nienhuis shall be entitled to 
charge processing costs equal to 10%  
of the purchase price.

Article 9 – Retention of title
9.1 All goods supplied remain the exclusive  

property of Nienhuis until the other party 
has duly fulfilled all obligations under  
the agreement(s) with Nienhuis.

9.2 The goods supplied can be immediately 
claimed back by Nienhuis if the other 
party fails to fulfil its obligations, or if Nien-
huis has good reasons to believe that the 
other party shall not fulfil its obligations. 
The costs involved in  
repossessing the goods shall be  
charged to the other party. In the event of 
repossession, the goods shall be refun-
ded on the basis of the value  
the goods appear to have upon  
repossession.

9.3 In the event of a moratorium, insolvency, 
suspension of payments and liquidation 
of the other party or, if the other party is 
a natural party, in the event of his death, 
Nienhuis shall be entitled to fully or partly 
cancel the order without notice of default 
or judicial intervention being required and 
claim back that part of the consignment 
unpaid for. Nienhuis shall be entitled to 
repossess these goods, regardless of 
where they are stored and to access the 
grounds of the other party, if so required. 
Cancellation and repossession do not  
affect our right to compensation for 
damage and losses. In such instances, 
each claim of Nienhuis against the other 
party shall become immediately due and 
payable.

9.4 Goods supplied by Nienhuis which,  
according to Article 9.1, are subject  
to retention of title, may not be resold 
and may never be used as a means of 
payment. The other party is not entitled  
to pledge the goods that are subject  
to the retention of title, or to encumber 
them in any other way.

Article 10 – Force majeure
10.1 Nienhuis shall not be obliged to fulfil  

any obligation towards the other party,  
if Nienhuis is impeded to do so as a  
result of a circumstance which cannot  
be attributed to Nienhuis, nor if Nienhuis 
is accountable for it by law, a legal  
act or generally accepted standards.

10.2 In these general conditions, force  
majeure is understood to mean: all 
external causes, foreseen or unforeseen, 
which are beyond the control of Nienhuis 
and which leave Nienhuis unable to fulfil 
its obligations.

10.3 If force majeure partly or fully impedes 
Nienhuis to perform the agreement, 
Nienhuis shall be entitled to suspend 
delivery until the relevant force majeure 
situation has ceased or to partly or fully 
terminate the agreement without judicial 
intervention and without Nienhuis being 
obliged to pay any compensation or issue 
any guarantees.

10.4 The party that believes to be in a situation 
of force majeure or that believes it shall 
be so in the near future is obliged to  
immediately notify the other party thereof.

10.5 If, according to Nienhuis, the situation  
of force majeure is permanent in nature, 
the parties may come to an arrangement 
in terms of terminating the agreement  
and the consequences thereof.

10.6 Nienhuis is entitled to claim payment for 
its performance within the framework of 
the relevant agreement, delivered prior to 
force majeure materialising.

Article 11 – Unforeseen circumstances
11.1 In the event of unforeseen circumstances, 

the nature of which means that the other 
party, in accordance with the criteria of 
reasonableness and fairness, cannot 
expect the agreement to be continued 
without changes being made to it, either 
party may apply to the competent court 
with the request to change the agreement 
or to terminate it, in part or in full.

Article 12 – Payments
12.1 Unless explicitly agreed otherwise,  

payment of the net amount must be 
made in full within 30 days of the invoice 
date, without deduction of any (payment) 
discount, by means of transfer to the bank 
or giro account specified by Nienhuis.

12.2 If an order has been delivered in parts,  
Nienhuis shall be entitled to invoice  
the other party each partial delivery sepa-
rately and to demand payment  
within the applicable payment term.

12.3 If the other party fails to fulfil its payment 
obligations, or fails to do so in time or  
in full, it shall be deemed to be in default 
by operation of law. In that instance,  
Nienhuis shall be entitled to charge  
statutory interest from the day that the 
other party is in default of payment.

12.4 Payments made by the other party  
shall first be allocated in settlement  
of all accrued interest and costs and  
subsequently to settle the invoices  
that have been outstanding longest, 
regardless of any instructions from  
the other party that settlement is in  
relation to a more recent invoice.

12.5 If after having entered into the agreement  
Nienhuis has obtained information  
that give good reason to fear that the 
other party shall not be able to fulfil its 
obligations, also after Nienhuis has partly 
or fully processed an order, Nienhuis  
shall be entitled to demand part of full 
payment of the price in advance and/or  
to demand that the other party provides 
security for its (other) payment obligations,  
within a term and in a method to be  
indicated by Nienhuis. For as long as  
the demanded payment in advance  
has not been effected or the demanded 
security not provided, Nienhuis shall  
not be obliged to (continue to) perform  
this or any other agreement it has entered 
into with the other party.

12.6 If the payment term has lapsed and  
payment continues to be forthcoming 
after a demand has been sent, the  
extrajudicial collection costs shall also  
be payable by the other party in the  
event that the claim has been outsourced 
for collection to a third party.

Article 13 – Liability
13.1 In the event of faults in the goods  

supplied or in the event of losses, injury 
or damage attributable to faulty or failing 
goods, the liability of Nienhuis shall in all 
cases be limited to the cost of repair  
or replacement of the aforesaid item.

13.2 Except in the event of commonly  
accepted legal concepts of public  
order and good faith, Nienhuis shall  
not be obliged to pay compensation 
for consequential damage or losses, 
regardless of the nature thereof, directly 
or indirectly, including damage and injury 
to moveable and immoveable goods  
and to persons, both at the other party 
and at third parties.

Article 14 – Intellectual property rights
14.1 All intellectual and industrial property 

rights to all documents, software, offers, 
analyses, reports and publications, as 
well as all related material, developed or 
made available by virtue of the agreement 
are vested exclusively in Nienhuis.  
The other party solely obtains the rights  
of use and powers that are explicitly 
granted with these conditions or otherwise 
and refrain from multiplying or copying 
the aforesaid items.

14.2 The other party is not allowed to modify  
or remove from the documents, software, 
publications or other materials, any 
notices pertaining to copyrights, brands, 
trade names or other intellectual rights, 
including notices regarding its  
confidential nature.

Article 15 – Evidence
15.1 Except for evidence to the contrary, the  

administrative records of Nienhuis are 
decisive in the event of agreements and 
ensuing agreements subject to these 
conditions.

Article 16 – Applicable law and 
competent court
16.1 Every agreement and ensuing  

agreements between the other party  
and Nienhuis subject to these conditions 
are governed solely by Dutch law.

16.2 Contrary to the statutory rules regarding 
the powers of the civil court, all disputes 
with regard to, in connection with, or  
ensuing from agreements entered into 
with Nienhuis shall be submitted to the 
court that has jurisdiction in our place  
of business. We nevertheless remain entit-
led to apply to the court competent  
in accordance with the law. If the law  
decides that the dispute falls within 
the subjectmatter jurisdiction of the 
sub-district court, the dispute shall be 
submitted to the competent subdistrict 
court instead.

16.3 A dispute can only exist subject to either 
party informing the other party thereof,  
in writing.

16.4 The parties shall apply to the court only 
after they have exhausted every other 
possibility to settle a dispute amicably.

16.5 If the buyer is a consumer, he shall be 
entitled to opt for the court that has  
jurisdiction in his place of residence,  
for a period of one month.

Article 17 – Source of these conditions
17.1 These conditions have been filed with  

the Chamber of Commerce.
17.2 The most recently filed version or the  

version that applied when the agreement  
was concluded with Nienhuis shall apply.

17.3 The Dutch wording of these conditions 
shall at all times be decisive in the  
interpretation of the text.



Mathematical play
Numeracy  Measuring  Geometry  

  Number sense and 
counting

  Operations

  Length, area and perimeter   Volume

  Weighing   Money

  Time and planning

  Colour and shape

  Sorting and serializing

  Spatial orientation

Language play
Words  Speech  Discrimination  

  Vocabulary   Communication   Auditive discrimination   Visual discrimination   Tactile discrimination

Motor play
Motor development  

  Fine motor skills   Gross motor skills

Puzzle play
Play and solve  

  Knob puzzles   Inlay shelf   Pieces puzzles   Layer puzzles   Floor puzzles

Curriculum Educo Education

The Educo Education products are categorized in distinct and clear learning goals and skills.



Educo Education 
Learn through play!

Our unique, educational products:

  integrate playing and learning

  are categorized according to developmental goals

  are designed to encourage specific skills

  make daily life recognizable for children

  come with a clear guideline for learning and instruction

  can be combined with other Educo materials for even more learning value

  are sustainable, safe, and durable

Apps of a selection of our Educo Education products 

are available in the App Store.

Check out the Educo catalogue - Toys and accessoires
for our products in the categories: 

Dramatic Play, Build ’n Play, Active Play and Creative Play.
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